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face of the angler on his
GOOD FLY FISHING Ismiling
return, told of a happy day, one of
many to follow as Mr. Skinner
FOUND THIS YEAR I|the
goes out every day, rain or shine,
i while a little wind only adds to his
sport.
A 2Vi pound salmon was
the first one he weighed and re
turned to the lake to grow to be a
10 pounder.
There is no
doubt
but what this Bos on fisherman
catches more trout and salmon and
kills less than any other person who
(Specaal to Main© Woods).
The Tavern, Rangeley, May" IS— comes *o this region and if >
but
If one wants perfect comfort, way Maine Woods reporter could
down here in Maine, this is truly take notes from his record book
the place to enjoy it.
While it is there would be wonderful s'ories to
very cold, and windy on the lake and write.
All were glad to welcome for anthe brave fishermen who venture
out, have put on all the clothes |other season at the Rangeley Lake
R.
they brought with them.—and have House Mr. and Mrs. Charles
been known to borrow a few old Adams of Philadelphia, who came
clothes of the guides—those who re Thursday night to remain until the
main at the hotel find it like the hotel closes next October.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stanley of Boston
good old summer time it is so warm
in doors and around the open fire a i came Wednesday for tbeir annual
Mrs. Stanley never goes fish
number are enjoying their pipe or trip.
cigar and telling of the sport they ing but Mr. Stanley with Ed Hoar
for guide has already landed one
have had with the salmon.
The well known Boston angler 6 pound salmon, one 3Ya pounds and
Frederick Skinner, arrived Friday a number of smaller ones.
night for the season.
Saturday
C. Z . Southard of New York reg
morning the “ Troll’’ Mr. Skinner’s istered here this week en route for
handsome little boat which will Kennebago.
this year be run by Ray Eliis, was
The first automobile party from
seen skipping over the lake.
The out of the state reached here

First Out of the State Auto Party
Arrives—Miss Gilman to Sail
June 10.

P I S K F O R D ’S S A M P S

I

RANGELEY LAKE, MAINE
On the best fishing ground of Rangeley, Maine. Individual log
camps. Sitting room and open fire-place. Bath room with all modern
improvements. For further particulars apply to
HENRY E. PICKFORD,
'Rangeley, Maine.
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TH U RSD AY,

M AY

PRICE 4 CENTS

22, 1913

Thursday from Wal ham, Mass., Mes
srs. jp. Johns, J. H. Macey and S.
H. Beacon. They reported the roads
iu much better shape than
they
expec ed to find them.
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Knowlton of
Searsport spent the week end
here.

MODEL 1912
Hammerless Repeating Shotgun
20 G AUGE

W. E. Andrews and son of New I
York registered here Thursday on j
their way to Dead River Pond Camps!
’ Charles Everett Bean of Boston
accompanied by his guide, Percy
Bachelder of Sebago are trying their
skill and fisherman's luck on Rangeley lake for a few days. Mr. Bean,
who this spring distinguished him
self at Sebago by landing 11 record
salmon, including one 13 pounds, 9
pounds and two 7 pounds, with a
four ounce fly rod. and
a small
Parmachenee fly had great sport
with, a 4Vz pound salmon on Rangeley lake yesterday afternoon and to
day is trolling for a 10-pounder.
E. Ledeliey the Newr Yorker who
row's his own boat, lands his own

TA K E -D O W N

This new Winchester is the lightest, strongest and
handsomest repeating shotgun on the market. It
weighs only 5% pounds, yet it has great strength,
because its metal parts throughout are made of
nickel steel. In grace of outline, and perfection
of detail and finish, it is unapproached by
repeating guns of other makes. It
is a two-part Take Down, without
loose parts, is simple to operate, and
its action works with, an ease and
smoothness unknown in guns of
othermakes. See one at your dealer’s.
Send postal to Winchester Repeating
Arms Co.,Nfw Haven, Conn, for circular

A 2 0 G auge In d e e d
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S E A S O N O F 1913
Individal Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing, Lake and §§
H Stream and Catch Trout. Telephone. Write for Booklet. Daily Mail. M

JULIAN

H

K.

VILES £ SON,

TIM, FRANKLIN CO., MAINE

1
|

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
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Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

i f c i E i f r U i i h i f c i n M i l Inin*

ICE OUT OF BLAKESLEE
,

Address all mail to Eustis, Maine, after to-day. Send for new illus
trated booklet
JOSEPH H. WHITE.

O U A N A N IC H E L O D G E ,

LA N D OF

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

NOR W AY PINES AND SUNSET CAMPS

F U LFILM E N T. G R A N D A N D DOBSIS L A K E S W ashington County. Maine.

“ PR O V EN ” Best in Fishing Possibilities. "AC K N O W L E D G E D ” Best in H unting Possibilities
Best watered and wooded for the vacationist. M ecca for the sufferer from Hay Fever. Old fashioned
cooking. Hom e made condiments. RunningEwater. Open fire places. Sanitary drainage. Circulars.
W. G. ROSE, Grand Lake Stream. W ashington County, Maine

r)0N1%E M/WORT)
FOfUlHE nSHlMG.LET
/AEFURNISH/OUREF
ERENCES. iNfilVllML
owns,open Ores,
WllRORWlfROUfM
tf.LEWlS YORK —

LOON-LAKE

KENNEBAGO TRAIN SERVICE. EFFECTIVE MAY 12, 1913
Until Sum m er change o f time, June 23, 1913.
Leave Portland, 8.30: A rrive Kennebago. 1.50 p.m; except Sundays. N O T E .—
One way and round trip tickets to Kennebago are on sale at all principiU ticket offices in
New York. Boston and other cities.
T
<•*
Leave Kennebago, 12.30 p. m.: Arr. Portland, 5.35 p. m.; Arr. Boston. 9.05 p. m., via
Portsmouth; except Sundays. Also conn ects at Portland with night train for New York

ED G R A N T (EL S O N GO.,

Kennebago.

M ain e

SPRING FISHING
S E A S O N O F 1913

THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Publishes a beautiful little
entitled ‘‘F I S H I N G ” . It tells all
in the Rangeley and Dead River
and contains an accurate Map
Address with stamp,
F . N. B E A L , G . P. H .,

booklet in colors
about where to go
Reigon of Maine,
of this Territory.

P h illip s , M aine.

fish, put his pipe in his pocket and
went out on the lake two or three
times this week.
One day
he
landed a pair of 4 pound salmon and
another 3 ^ pounds and 4% pounds
and “ why go fishing after
such
luck?’’ ’ But he will be off again
some of these coming fine days.
One of the fishermen just asked,
“ Did you hear about those big fish
Joe Lamb’s boy caught yesterday?
One was a 314 pound trout a 6 %
pound and a 514 pound salmon. My!
hut they were a handsome string of
fish.’’
It takes the country boy to catch
the fish with thie home made tackle,
a cut alder pole, a string and
a
bent pin, the same old story, only
a new addition.
Vid Hinkley is out with P. W.
Emery, the Boston fisherman who
is to da .e ahead in the game. One
day this week he caught five salm
on that an.y man might be proud A.
They weighed 16% 5%, 5, 4% and 3%
pounds and has also this last week
caught a 4lA pound trcut and a pair
of salmon that weighed 3% pounds
each, one 3*4 pounds, a 41/£-pounder
and a number over 2 pounds each.
Mr. Emery said this morning, “ I find
the fishing extra good,
but
the
season is late.’’
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Cleaves
of
Portland are here for over Sunday.
A. L. Saunders of Boston
with
Chas. Harnden guide, had a good
day's fishing Friday but did not
land any of the “ big fellows.”
James E. Reynolds of East Orange,
N. J,, who has fished these waters
(Continued on page eight.)

BILLY SOULE’S NEW GAMPS
(Late o f Pleasant Island, Ranjyeley)
H ow would you like to spend your vacation where you won't hear even the sound of
the steam whistle? Breathe clean, pure air with the "sm ell of the woods” in it? Look
off over miles o f unbroken forest in which Deer, Moose, Bear, Partridge and other
gam e abound?
T he Lakes and Streams in this region afford excellent canoeing and are fairly alive
with the gamy, leaping Trout. This land is a veritable paradise to all wishing a real "back
to nature” vacation. Most gorgeous sunsets ever beheld. Easily reached by Bangor &
A roostook R. R.
F or fu rther particu la rs address
BILLY SOULE’ S NEW CAMPS, Ox Bow, Aroostook C o., Maine

|
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KENNEBAGO LAKE HOUSE AND GABINS

Best spring Fly Fishing in Maine. Individual Cabins, Open Fires,
Bath Rooms. Book early for last Of May and June. Special rates for
families during July. Write for illustrated booklet.
KENNEBAGO HOTEL GO., K en n ebago Lake, M aine.

$

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
F o r fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite o r

ad d ress

L. E. B C W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
«
*
*
r-

X

Maine.

X

LAKEWOOD GAMPS, MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river
affords the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bathroom.
For particulars write for free circular to

GAPT. E. F. GOBURN,

MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
X X

IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E
W O O DS.

LO W A D V E R T IS E ING R A TE S .

Subscribe now fo r

M aine

the only newspaper of
the world.

Woods,

its kind
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12-G auge
Hammerless

“ Pum p ”
G uns

I-ittle Duck pond,
ALLOTMENTS OF
FISH PLACED

repeating shotgun, model as, is a tine-appearing, beautifullybalanced gun, without any objectionable "humps or bumps; no holes on top for gas to blow out
through*or water to get in; can’t freeze up with rain, snow, or sleet; it’s solid steel breech
(no, a shell of wood) permits a thoroughly symmetrical gun without sacrificing strength or
safety; it is the safest breech -loading shotgun e v e r built'
It is Ham m erless with Solid Steel B re e ch (inside as well as out)— Solid T o p —S ide
E je c t io n -M a t t e d B arrel (which costs $4.00 extra on Other guns)— Press B utton Cartridge
Release— (to remove loaded cartridges quickly from magazine without working through action)
D o u b le E xtractors—T a k e-D ow n F e a tu re —T rig ger and H a m m er Safety.
Handles rapidly;
guaranteed in shooting ability; price standard G rad e A
gun, $ 2 2 .6 0 .
Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog describing No.
T / Z ap/ fri
C o..
28 A, B, C, D, T and Trap Special and all other
r
Z fta r/lrz repeating rifles and shotguns. D o it now!
dd W illo w Street, N ew H aven, C on n .

These fish were liberated in the
following waters:

A Detailed Statement of Work
Done Throughout the Year
of 1912.

July 11, Jordan’s River,
Raymond,
Loss during season,

Report of the Raymond Hatchery fo r
the Y ea r 1912.
Ctorge A

• ’bby, Supt.

Yearlings

Two-year-olds
June

-

Land-locked Salmon.
724,000 land-locked salmon
eggs
were taken) at this hatchery in 1911.
1 Shipped to other hatcheries as fol
lows:
Feb. 16 shipped to Camden
75.000
hatchery,
21, shipped to Camden
75.000
hatchery,
27, shipped to Mon100,000
1
mouth hatchery,
Loss from time of taking to
74.000
time of ha ching,
Loss from time cf hatching to
time of planting,
200,000
Number planted,
81,000
These fish were liberated in the
following waters:
OcL
1, Adams Fond,
Rridgton,
5,000
3, Peabody Pond,
/"
Bridgton and Se*
bago,
5,000
4, Eagle IPond, Standdish and Buxton,
3,000
9, Moose Pond,
Denmark,
5,000
10*, Kimball’s Pond and
Brook, Fryeburg,
2,500
14, Moose Pond,
Denmark,
5,000
16, ITpper Kezar Pond,
Lovell,
5,000
21, Square Pond,
Acton,
7,500
24, Kennebunk Pond,
Lyman,
5,000
28. Kennebunk Pond,
Lyman,
5,000
30, Sabbathday Lake,
New Gloucester,
3,000
Nov. 2,. Ket le Cove,
Casco,
5,000
26, Sebago Lake, Ray*
mond,
25,000
Number left to be wintered, 119,000
Number of land-locked salmon
wintered at this hatchery
winter of 1911-12,
199,500

You W a n t
More than
Just“FIour”
W hen you s ta r t
to make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, whole
some bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will Lea pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, be
cause it is milled by
our special p ro c e s s
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your g r o c e r will
have it — just say —
send me
(16)

C.

H.

M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
Phillips, Me,

July

4, Jordan’s River,
Raymond,
19, West Shore Sandy
Beach, Sebago,
29, West Shore Sandy
Beach, Sebago,
1, Jordan’s River,

W IL D P IG E O N S

Kennebec Ccunty

Good Work Being Done by the
Several Hatcheries in
the State.

HATCHERIES OF
THE STATE

. 5,000

Allotments of fish for spring plant
ing from the several fish hatcheries
in ‘.he state. '
The
Commissioners of
Inland
.Fisheries and Game have commenced
to allot fish for spring planting. The
follow;'.nr asi-.’&nm.ents have already
been made:
Androscoggin County.
1, From Monmouth ha chery,
Thompson lake,
5,000 togue
Aroostook County

T , ■fl *
All assigned fiom Caribou hatch
ery:
10,000
Umeul-cus stream,
10,000
Squa Pan lake,
5,000
Bryant’s pond,
5,000
15,000 Little Machias lake,
5,000
Caribou lake,
10,000
20,000 Black Water brook,
5,000
Jones pend,
5,000
15,000 Robinson pond.
5,000
Hunter lake,

95,000
4,500

The wild pigeons, once so plen
tiful in Maine, are now so nearly ex
All
assigned
from
Monmouth tinct that $5000 has been offered for
hatchery;
a single pair, in hope that the bird®
10,000 ”
Berry pond,
may no: be exterminated, says the
10,000 ”
Meadow brook,
Bangor news.
By good fortune a
10,000
’’
China lake,
Pennsylvania man reports that he ha
5,000
Narrow’s pond,
discovered a pair of the birds, with
10,000 ”
Maranacook lake, a nest.
In years past
the wild
5,000 togue pigeons were very plentiful in Maine,
Parker's pond,
and were trapped in large numbers
Knox County
for food.
A i rap, just such a one
as fishermen now use to catch -Gun
All assigned from Camden hatch- ners for bait, was used.
The trap
ery:
was set, and baited with wheat, with
10,000
”
Canaan lake,
anise which was supposed to attract
5,000
Cushman stream,
the birds.
The trapper, concealed
5,000 ”
Young's brook,
in a blind, sprung his trap when th-e
Muddy brook,
5,000
game had settled upon it.
The
5,000
Mansfield pond,
grandfa her of the late Dr. Edwards
Branch Brook S realn, 5,000 ’’
of Lewiston, so legend says, used to
10,000
”
H obb’s pond,
tell the story that put a capsheaf on
Millar Brook stream
10,000 ’’
any yarn as to catching birds.
He
Mill Brook stream,
10,000 ”
used to say that he was harvesting
10,000 ”
Alford lake,
his wheat one day, when a large
10,000
Seven Tree pond,
flock of pigeons lighted in his field.
Crawford pond,
10,000 ”
As he started with a load for the
George’s river,
5,000* ”
barn the birds followed, picking up
the scattering grains of
wheat—
Lincoln County.
and finally -the whole flo-ck followed
into the barn.
He stepped out a
All assigned from Camden hatch- side door and as he closed the big
ery:
barn doors, the frightened
birds
Bog stream,
10,000
”
rose 'io the top of the barn.
He
Miedomak stream,
5,000
”
climbed to the .great beam-s,
and

RAYMOND HATCHERY (SEBAGO LAKE)

Raymond,
20,000 Li t'.e Machics lake,
10,00-0
1
11, Jordan’s River,
Raymond,
19,00-C Frank in County
.
Number lost during season,
1,000
Number on hand to be winterFrom Auburn hatchery
ed this winter, yearlings,
10,000 Clearwater lake,
10,000
From O,quors:c hat hery:
Square-tailed Trou .
PiennelPs pond,
5,10#
”
5,000
Moores pend,
Jan. 18, received from Wm.
”
10,000
Long pond,
FI. Rowe, Cumberland
From Monmouth hatchery:
Ctr., eggs that
5,000 togue
state purchased,
100,000 Varnum pend,
From Oquossoc ha cjrery;
Loss from time of taking o
•
time of hatching,
500 Weld pond or
10 030 trout
Loss from time of hatching
Lake Webb,
10,000
to time o f planting,
1,500 Porter lake,
10,000
Number planted,
98,00 Tee pond,
10,000
Loon lake,
„
Advanced Fry.
10,000
No. Br. Dead River,
May, 23, Highland Lake,
10,000
So. Br. Dead River,
10,000
Windham,
5,000 Mt. Bigelow pend,
”
28, Sebago Lake, Cumb.
10,000
Saddleback lake,
Co.,
10,GO'..
29, Cold River, FryeHancock County.
burg,
5,000
All assigned f om Enfield hatchElkins Ercok, Frjeburg.
ery:
i>,oct
5,000
Tox pond,
Sebago Lake basin,
>>
5,003
Bubble pond.
tiii u’siy tc Sebago
5,000
L ak e, W indham,
10,001 Li tie Tunk pend,
10,000
June 1, Cole: rd Fond,
Little Tunk stream,
5,00-0
Porter,
5,CO Jordan pond,
5,000
Stream in Eden,
Heath's Ireck,
10,000 >>
Cornish,
5,000 Eagle lakn,
5,000
large Tunk pond,
5, Woods Pond, Cumb.
Co.,
5,000 ’ 1
7,500 DonneTs pend,
F.i'.vii' Fatten pond, |
10,000 r>
7, Highland Lake,
5,000 \ P
Wincham,
2,500 Pat m rend,
10, Little Duck Pend,
5,003
Blunts lord,
5,000 ”
Windham,
3,000 Duck brook.
5-,000
May 14, Aj Ercok, RayEcho lake,
10,000 r
10,000 Molasses pond,
mond,
”
5,000
Pierces pond.
15, Meade w Brock,
>>
5,000
10,000 Wagus ci Spring Run,
Raymond,
ftrued iend,
22, Mclnt re Stream,
5.00 > >»
York,
5,0G< Plunder's pond,
5,000
24, Thou:as Fond, RayYou ng’s' t;i no.
5,000 »*
5,00-0 I page stream,
5,0(0
mond and Casco,
Bubble pend,
23, Hay-den ’ s Ere ok,
5,000 >t
Raymoj d,
10,000 Fiu V>'e ; end.
5,000 *»
Win:ten stream,
Fhiilipps lake,
Long i-ond,

1
900,000 land locked saknc ;
e;g
CO.,, have been taken at t is hate e y t
fall.
I

am,

10,000

5.000
5.000
5.000

mak river,
brook,

I
I
I
3

10.000

I
1

5.000
5.000
5.000

stream,

10,000
Oxford

County.

From Auburn hatchery:
lathews pend,
5,000
From Sebago hatchery-’
:ezar river,
5,000
dd !! allotments of f sh

’’
”

swinging his goad stick back and"
forth brought them down in large
numbers.
To his disgust, aLer he
had killed a large number some one
opened the doors, letting the re
mainder of the birds go free.
He
climbed down and picked up
the
spoils of his goad stick, and found
himself in possession, as he alleged,,
of one hundred and forty-dozens o f
the pigeons—enough, for stews for
many days.
It may be well to say
that he had a stock of like incred
ible stories, that would hardly bearinvestigation.

TAXIDERMISTS
ii. W

RLE,

Yard’s br-cok,
5,00Q ”
P it
'old river,
5,000 ’’
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Spoiling: Goods, Fishing Tackle.
From Q iuorsic hatchery:
Indian K occasin’s, Baskets ana Souvenirs.
EANGELEY.
M AINE
i'our ponds,
10,000
Long pend,
10,000 ”
Lake Anasagu: t cock,
10 000
B. pond,
5,000 ”
Licensed Scientific Taxidermist
Howard pend,
5,003 ’’
(Tanner) Will give you Standard and M oth
proof work in al) branches of Taxidermy and
From East Auburnhatchery:
Tannine-. Price list with useful instructions
FRE,E.
N. E. Tei. 572-62.
Shagg pond,
5,000
186 Main St.,
Auburn, Me.
From Monmouth' hatchery:
Round pond,
5,000 ”
South pend,
5,3)3 trgue
Pennesseewassoe lace,
5,000
Wtl] continue to do business in Wl»*>
t.hrop and make a specialty of M i t t r
(Continued on Page Three.)
um work and mounting and palntin*^
of fish in oil and water color.

EDMOND J. BOUCHER,

T. A.

1804 HfBION AGIDE&IY 1912
Prepares thoroughly for all
colleges and scientific schools.
College, Classical

and
E n g lis h

C ou rses.

Location ideal for high mountain air
pure water and .quiet envirohment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
W in te r term opens Tuesday, Decem
ber, 31, 1912.
Spring term
opens
Wednesday, April 1, 1913.

W inthrop,

A

4

JAMES

Maine.

44>1omnout h II occasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. I/. LETCH ELI, CO.,
Monmouth,
Maine

BODS AND SNOWSHOES

1 mahe Ran gel ey wood and splM
bamboo rods flor fly fisbing
and
Catalog on request. Write principal
5,00-0
trolling. Rod 8 to let.
Snowshoe®
W . E. SARGENT. Litt. D.
5,000 tague
to order.
Maine
13.0)3 rov.t Hebron,
E . T. H O A R , Rangeley, Me.

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, MAY 22, 1913

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut Up, Comes Pried Up
Nature never intended anything she grows to be cut
up until just before it is used . Everybody knows that
food should be fresh — and so should*tobacco.
Sickle Plug comes to you fresh— with all the original
flavor and moisture pressed into the plug. You slice up
the tobacco as you use it, and the last pipeful smokes as
cool, sweet and satisfying as the first— because the natural
leaf wrapper keeps Sickle Plug fresh. The chopped-up
tobacco that comes in packages cannot help getting dry,
smoking hot and scorching.
T ry a plug of Sickle today— get more tobacco, by
having no package to pay for— and get more enjoym ent
by smoking fresh tobacco. A t all dealers.

From Belgrade hatchery:
Marsh river,
10,000
Stiles brock,
5,000
Sandy stream,
20,000
Dead brook,
10,000
El’ en brook,
10,000
Ellen stream,
10,000
Moun ain pond,
5,000
John’s brook,
10,000
From Camden hatchery :
Andrews pond,
10,000
Swan lake,
10,000
McKinley’s stream,
10,000
Thomas pond,
5,000'
Sleepy Hollow brook,
5,000
Coleman pond,
5,000
Ducktrap stream,
10,000
Ducktrap stream,
10,000
Norton lake,
5,000
Pata ga tawa inkeag
stream,
10,000
Canaan lake,
5,000
Fletcher pond,
5,000
Washington County.
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5 out of 6 REVOLVER
CHAMPIONSHIPS

PRACTICALLY A CLEAN SWEEP, WON BY

The results of the United States Revolver Association 1912 Outdoor
Championships, just officially announced, show that users of Peters
Cartridges won FIRST in every match but one, also Second place in
one match, Third in three matches and fifth in two.
Match A.

Revolver Championship

1st—A. M. Poindexter, 467
Match F.

Match D.

Military Record

1st—Dr. J. H. Snook,

212

Pocket Revolver Championship

1st—-Dr. 0. A. Burgeson,
208
TWO NEW RECORDS:
Match C. Military Revolver Championship

Match E. Revolver Team Championship

1st—Dr. J. H. Snook 621

1st—Denver Revolver Club 774

PETERS REVOLVER AND RIFLE CARTRIDGES o f 32 and larger calibers are just
as surely superior to other makes as Peters 22 caliber. PETERS SMOKELESS Cart
ridges are as far ahead of competing brands as are PETERS SEMI-SMOKELESS.

Shoot the (P) brand, the only kind that will shoot perfectly
in ANY good gun.
All assigned from Enfield hatch
ery:
iSt. Croix river,
5,000 ”
NEW YOttK: 38 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
Sclioedic pond,
5,000
Spring river,
5.000. ”
Nash lake,
10,000
comes nearest with a yield of 200 this most popular of vegetables, and
Hobart lake,
5,000
”
bushels to the acre.
New York, the to show that she can rival if not
Crow brook,
5,000 ”
third o o a to state, yields but 120 surpass some of the noted agricul
Stony brook,
10,000
”
bushels and Michigan but 105 bush tural states in the way of affording
Pennamaquon stream,
10,000
”
els.
a chance for large and quick profits
Grand Lake stream.
10,000
”
Aroostook
county
produces the by reason of the supremacy of the
Lambert Lake,
10,000 ”
Bog stream & New
most of the Maine potatoes. Probably Maine potato.
If these plans are carried out the
stream,
75 per cent of Maine potatoes are
5,000
”
raised within its borders.
It
ex business of raising the Maine potato
Rocky lake,
10,000 ”
ceeds all other coun'.ies in the Unit is to be further systematized) and
CaNhance lake,
10,000
ed States in the production of po facilitated by the erection of potato
Indian River stream,
20,000
tatoes.
Its farmers are, strictly warehouses in farming sections.
South
Beaver
Pam
lake,
5,000
’’
A L L O T M E N T S OF F IS H PLACED. Whe stone pend,
5,000 togue
There is a possibility
that
the
speaking, potato farmers.
5,000 ”
Kelley lake,
From Moosehead hatchery:
railroads
may
undertake
this
them
The value of the Maine potato crop
Bunker pond,
5,000 trout
(Continued from Page 2 .)
selves.
York County.
in one vear amounted to $10,225,000.
Lake Hebron,
10,000
”
Penobscot County
The value of the entire potato crop
Little Morey pond,
5,000
”
M A IN E ’S D A N D E L IO N CROP
IS
From Auburn hatchery:
of the country was only $166,000,000
Foss pond,
10,000
”
W
O
R
T
H
$100,000
Y
E
A
R
L
Y
.
From Enfield hatchery:
Carl! brock,
10,000'
in the same year.
To move the
Upper Greenwood pond, 5,000
’’
Hopkins pond,
15,000 trout
10,000
Ossipee lake,
Maine potato crop requires hundreds
Bradbury brook,
10,000 ”
5,000
Keunebunk pond,
Maine dandelion pickers have be
of freight cars.
Great warehouses
Sagadahoc County.
Great Works stream,
10,000 ”
5,000
Swan pond,
have been built to
facilitate the gun the labor of harvesting the an
Little Birch stream and
5,000
Red brook,
handling of it.
These Aroostook nual green crop of the state.
All assigned from Auburn hatch- Barker’s pend,
Sunkhaze stream,
5,000 ”
5,000'
No effort has ever been made by
county farmers breed pedigree po
ery:
Sunkhaze stream.
5,000 ”
5,000
of
the
L pond,
tatoes as one would breed for cows the department of labor
UmberUne stream,
Sunkhaze stream,
5,000 ”
5,000 trout
From. Raymond hatchery:
or horses.
They try for different state to ascertain correct figures
Umberline stream,
From Belgrade hatchery:
5,000
types of potatoes as one tries for as to the value of the product to
North hr. Cook’s brook, 5,000
Sturjevant stream
Lake Sebasticock,
5,000
’’
20,000 ”
If these fig
5,000
blooded stock.
And they send the the people of Maine.
Pu’ uck stream,
’ From Caribou halehery:
it
results of their efforts all over the ures could be go ten together
Shin pond,
5,000
"
the
United States in the form of seed po> would be astonishing to see
Somerset County.
r a i l r o a d s ARE H E L P IN G t o i n
Davis pond,
10,000 ”
tatoes from which the crops of the total figure.
CREASE T H E P O TA TO CROP.
Marhle pond,
5,000 ’’
By those who have made some ob
country
are raised.
These
seed
From Belgrade hatchery:
Belgrade hatchery,
5,000
potatoes bring from $1 to $7 a servations it is estimated that the
Douglass
pond,
io,ooa
Twen'y-fiwe years ago or more
So. Br. of Sourdabscookrevenue of the diggers of greens will
From Mosquito hatchery Moxie: there was undertaken in the State bushel.
Small pond in Newbury
reach a total of $100,000. This esti
With
this
end
in
view
there
has
Sugar
Ber
h
pond,
5,000 *’
of Maine a colonization scheme b.y
tributary to So. Br.
and girls
lately been started by the railroads mate includes the boys
Little Big Wood,
10,000 ’
which it was hoped to increase large of New England, through their In who every spring make a business of
Sourdabscook,
5,000
”
Salley pond,
5,000
ly the population of Aroostook Coun
and
peddling
dustrial Bureau, an
advertising- digging dandelions
Moose river,
10,000 ”
ty, the largest and most northern
Piscataquis County,
them from house to house in the
campaign
designed
to
induce
people
Coburn pond,
5,000 ”
county in the State.
A few hun looking for money-making possi cities, towns and larger villages of
Cedar pond,
5,000
”
dred Swedish immigrants were in
From Enfield hatchery:
bilities to investigate the
profits the state.
Heald pond,
5,000 ” ’
duced to move there, homes were
Schoodic lake,
10,000 ”
They receive an average of 15
arising
from
the
Maine
potato
and to
Young’s pond,
5,000
built for them, land was .given to
cen‘s for what is known as a 10cause
a
spread
of
potato
farms
over
Brassua lake,
10,000 ”
them on easy terms and in
many
quart pail of greens.
A smart boy
many other parts of the state.
Row© pond,
5,000 ”
other ways the settlement was en
or girl will easily dig three
of
A
little
over
a
year
ago
the
Indus
Berry pond,
5,000
couraged by the State and its cit trial Bureau o f the New
these pails outside of school hours
England
Bickford pond,
5,000
”
izens.
All this was done
with a lines, as part of its plans for the each day and will find no difficulty
TIM E T ABLE
Lake ParLin,
10,000 ” ► view of making something oiit of a
upbuilding of New England, start in disposing of them all. On top
Fernald pond,
5,000 ”
In Effect, May 12, 1913.
part of the state which, lying at ed an experimental farm covering of these figures are those people
Little Lang pond
5,000 ”
the jumping off point of the United 36,000 acres of land in Washing ton in the country who make a business
Big Fish pond,
RANGELEY
5,000 ”
States and poking away up into Can county.
A part of this was virgin of supplying the city and large
PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Rangeley for Echo pond,
5,000 ”
ada,
as it were, had remained prac land.
Phillips, Farmington. Portland and Boston at
It had to be cleared as the town markets with greens during the
Barrett pond,
5,000 ”
11.30 A. M.
tically undeveloped.
They bring the greens in
pioneers cleared the fertile farms of season.
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Rangeley
10,000 "
from Boston, Portland, Farmington and Phillips Bog Brook stream,
Today the product of these Swed Wisconsin and other Western States. to town by the barrel.
Usually it
at 7.45 P. M.
Hayden pond,'
5,000 ”
ish farmers and of Aroostook farm Twenty acres were planted in po is the women folk and children who
MIXED TRAIN leaves Rangeley for Phillips
at 11.00 A. M.
/Wood lake,
10,000 ”
ers in general is known throughout tatoes.
The yield was 250 bushels do the digging and amounts which
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Rangeley from Phil
Mud pond,
5,000 ”
lips at 10.15 A. M.
the length and breadth o f this coun to the acre and the potatoes were they receive for their work, reach
Embden lake,
10,000
”
PHILLIPS
try and Canada as well, is used to pronounced t>y a Government in into large sums.
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phillips for Deer or Bog pond,
5,000
increase the returns of many farms spector from Washington to be the
Others who dig greens in country
Farmington, Portland and Boston at 6.05 A. M.
Indian pond,
5,000 ”
and 1.20 P. M.; for Rangeley at 6.10 P. M.
far removed from this •part of the best which had come under his ob and suburban sections
of
the
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Helen pond,
5,000 ”
Boston, Portland and Farmington at 12.55 P. M.
country and enters into the daily servation in the entire state.
state
make
no
pretense
of
selling
and 6.05 P. M.; from Rangeley at 1.10 P. M.
High pond
5,000
sustenance of the people as do few
MIXED TRAINS leave Phillips for FarmingThey put
Not alone was It proved that the down to the markets.
From Belgrade hatchery:
ton at 7-30 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
other commodities.
That product soil in that part of Maine would them down, just as they put down
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Farm
10,000- ”
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M. Johnson brook,
is potatoes.
produce potatoes, but to the surp strawberries. Different women have
From Mosquito hatchery, Moxie:
STRONG
Maine isn’t a big state,
but it rise of experts, such as Prof. A. J. different ways.
Probably the most
* PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm Fish pond,
5,000 ”
produces more potatoes to the acre Bostell of the Geological Survey, it common way throughout the state
ington, Portland and Boston at 6.26 A. M. and
1.42 P. M .;fo r Phillips at 12.32 P. M. and 5.45 P. Hancock pond,
10,000 * i than any other state in the Union. was shown that the potato
here of Maine is that known as salting
M.; for Rangeley at 5.45 P. M. and for KingHayden lake.
10,000
field at 5-50 0. M.
The average yield for the state of matured much earlier than elsewhere, them.
A half barrel is used. This
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from Spencer lake,
10,000 ”
Maine is 210.3 bushels.
Boston, Portland and Farmington at 12.32 P.M .
There was the added advantage of is usually the kind such as pickles
and 5.45 P. M.; from Bigelow and way stations at Powell pond,
5,000 ”
Only the Rocky Mountain state® a somewhat longer season than that come in.
1.30 P. M.; from Phillips at 6.26 A. M. and 1.42
P. M.
have come anywhere near rivalling |possessed by the potato
First the barrel is carefully wash
farms
IIMIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
Waldo County.
Maine as) the potato country.
Idaho farther north and a nearer market. ed out. The dandelions are cleaned,
at 8.45 A. M.; for Bigelow at 9.30 A. M. and for
Phillips at 1.50 P. M.
The value of the potato crop to just as though they were to be cook
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
lips at 8,45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 8.10 P. M.
Then there is a
the acre for the United States, ac ed for the table.
and from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
cording to the last Census, was $45. heavy layer placed in the bottom of
KINGFIELD
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Kingfield for
This is covered with
36.
The average value of the po- the barrel.
Farmington, Portland and Boston at 12,46 P. M.,
tato crop in Maine is $75.29.
The salt and followed by another layer
and for Carrabasset and Bigelow at 0.40 A. M.,
and at 6.38 P. M.
average value of land in
Maine of greens and more salt, and so on
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Kingfield from
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 6.35P.M.;
where the potato grows is $13.75 an until the barrel is filled. A weight
and from Bigelow and Carrabasset at 11.50 A. M.,
TH E SPORTSMAN’ S NEW SPAPER OE AMERICA
acre.
The average for farm land is placed on top of the greens and
and 8.25 P. M.
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
MIXED TRAINS leave Kingfield for Strong and
that a
in
the
United
States is $32.40. Take a little water put in so
Farmington at 6.45 A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00
p jyj
Subscription 84. a year, 82. for 6 months: Sam ple copy free if y ou mention Maine W oods
By this means
Illinois or Iowa, for example, and piqkle will form.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from
the average price for land runs up the greens may be kept indefinitely.
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Strong at 10.45 A. M- and from Bigelow at 3.05
P. M.
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
to $95.02 for the former and $83.58
(Continued on page 6.)
BIGELOW
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter
for the latter.
The beet crop of
esting
articles
and
contributions
and
open
a
wide
field
for
discussiou
of
all
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Bigelow for
Illinois, the hay crop, yielded only
subjects' that interest sportsmen.
Kingfield. Farmington. Portland and Boston at
11.00 A. M. and for Kingfield at 7.35 P. M.
$19.75 to the acre.
You can buy
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting, Fish
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Bigelow from
and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
land in Maine as low as $2.50 an
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 7.28 P. M.
and Pistol, Queries and Answersand from Kingfield at 10.35 A. M.
acre, and, according to the experts,
MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Kingfield
SEND ONE D O L L A R FOR THREE MONTHS’ T R IA L SUBSCRIPTION;
at 2.00 P. M.
get a return of $50.
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Bigelow from Kingfield at 1.05 A. M.
Present plans now under consider
MIXED TRAINS between Phillips and Rangeation have for their object the boom
ley.'subject to cancellation any day without notice.
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
8 0 1 MASONIC TEMPLE, CB IC AG O.
ing of Maine as a place for raising
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to-Loon lake for a few days.
Th©
Farrington, who have always been
cool weather has not kept the party
wi h them could not come this sea
In camp.
They have been out fish
I4M U E D W E E K L Y .
son.
The party i9 made up
ot
ing every day and such a jolly good
Mr. and Mi’s. J. F. Ingraham, Jr.,
j . W . B r a c k e tt C o .
time as they have hal'd.
Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Phocion J. Ingraham,
Phillips, Maine
____ Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Porter, Judge
they lunched at lit le Kennebago,
More entertaining for me than the
where they made trout chowder, had
and Mrs. Benjamin G. Hall of Pea
L. B. B R A C K E T T,
latest novel, it is to sit in, the
fried trout and an out door feast
keep
the
Business Manager body, Mass., and they
hotel office at Mountain View House
such as only our Maine guides know
hear h stone warm p,t Nosnora and
and hear the lumbermen who know'
O U T IN G E D IT IO N .
how to cook.
Capxp Kumfurt?
Their guides are
-what they are talking about, tell
8 p ag es, .................................. $1.00 per y e a r
Coming down, the river Franklin
Webb Bolton, Ira Hun toon, Aaron
(Special to Maine Woods).
about the pine, spruce, white birch
L O C A L E D IT IO N .
P.
Lee and Frank Cole his guide,
Soule
and
Herbert
Moore.
While
Grant’s Camps, Kennebago Lake,
12 and 16 p a g e s................... $1.50 per y ear
and other trees that have been cut
'watched
two big beaver at
work
all
have
caught
2
pounders,
not
all
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana
May 1—At Oquossoc station on Mon
in this region.
Martin l about their bouses for some time and
ma subscription 60 cents extra.
For have yet a record fish to their cred
day
when
the
conductor,
One gentleman this evening was
eign subscriptions, 76 cents extra.
it.
Mrs. Hall caught a Sy2 pound
Ken Arthur E. Nye and Deck Huntooa
telling of the slump of a big pine Nile, called “ all aboard for
wa ched three deer feeding.
The
trout and J. F. Ingraham, Jr.,
;
nebago,”
I
took
the
train
for
my
Entered as second class matter, January 21, handsome pair of salmon that tip up here in the woods out of w'hich
party have found the fly fishing ex
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
is growing an 18 inch sprue© and first trip by rail to Kennebago. Out cellent.
“ Why it is no triok
fo
ped the scales at 4% and 4l/2 pounds.
the Act of March 3,1879,
just remarked “ why a pine tree is over the bridge, past the fish hatch catch a hundred trout on the fly
The red letter day of the many
ery,
Indian
Rock
and
following
the
not old at 100 years” and then he
up here. We keep the guide work
The Maine W oods thoroughly covers delightful ones here was last Thurs
told of the many spruce trees that Stream through the woods, it was ing taking them of? the hook and
the entire state of Maine as to H unt day.
It was the bir hday o f Mrs.
are being cut that are 100 and 200 pust 20 minutes when the brakeman the lit le No. 12 hook don’t
ing, Fisfhimg, Trapping, Camping, and
hurt
Hall and not a word was said about
Outing ne<w)s and the whole
FranMln
years old, and I asked “ please) tell opened the door and1 said, “ Ken them a bit,” was the answer one
it
all
day,
but
when
the
party
en
county locally.
I (was
that spruce tree story over again.’’ nebago, Kennebago,” and
of the fishermen gave me when I
Maine W oods solicits communications tered the dining room at night Mrs.
shaking h a n d s with Will Grant.
And this is the story:
asked “ what luck to-day?’’
and fish and game photographs from its Hall was most happily surprised for
The train stops only a short dis
“Some eight years ago* I cut a
E. C. Hursey of 'Portland
with
readers.
the table was beau ifully decorated
tance from the end of the rail; the
spruce
tree
that
was
375
years
old,
W hen ordering the address of
your with evergreens, ferns and wild flow
Charles Cushman guide, is having
and it made 3,000 feet of lumber. station is a box car well arranged good sport casting the fly.
paper changed, please give the old as
ers and her chair covered with ev
This old tree was 105 feet long and and fife d up and Archie Knapp is
well as new address.
The following gentlemen Messrs.
ergreens.
In the cen er of the
eight inches in diameter at the top the station agent.
R.
T. Crane, Jr., of Chicago, H. D.
table
was
a
big
birthday
cake
with
W oods
The
E d itio n s o f th e
M a in e
A big crew of workmen
were
end, and 50 inches at the bu t.’ ’
Higinbottom of Joliet, 111., and E.
th is w e e k a re 6,500 copies.
the candles burning, and congratula
The new road of
Think of the music the wind has rushing things.
C. Townsend of Boston are greatly
tions were ex -ended.
It was a
made through the branches of these a little over a mile has been clear pleased with this their first visit tc
Thursday, May 22, 1913.
merry dinner party and the planked
old trees, and howr they stood there ed of the trees, and! by the middle of Kennebago.
They have for guides
trout was a “ thing of beauty’’ and
through sunshine and storm as the June Ira Hoar and Ed Grant & Son Hall Grant and Ed Morrison
and
surely a joy for the evening. With
Indians rested from the hunt-as they company (will be driving four horse when not fishing will enjoy log cab
each course that was served came a
passed back and forth from Canada. teams across with passengers, mail in life in the DeWitt camp.
birthday gift and more fun as the
“ Talk about the worth of timlber and express.
Miss Clara Lambert, o f Raymond
ribbon was untied.
When
Mrs.
After a hearty greeting from Gran
in Maine! There are only two things
is stenographer and assis ing Mr.
Hall cut the cake she found a $20
in this state they will hang a man we walked a few rods to the shore Grant in the office.
gold piece and' the ladies presented
the
for; one is if they cut a stick of cif Kennebago stream where
There is now a state school and
her a handsome set of bridge score
There
timber on no man’s land and the row boats were waiting.
Miss Florence E. Goddard o f Dead
cards.
After dinner until the mid
were
four
of
them
that
were
soon
other is if one shoots
a
cow'
River is the teacher.
night hour the company continued
mocs©,’’ remarked one of the men loaded with passengers and baggage.
This is soon to he a postoffice,
the birthday celebration in camp and
as he took his pipe from his mouth, Up the stream, and into the lake and for Mr. Grant has been appointed'
may i hey keep many a future birth
knocked the ashes from i and said soon the boat was rowed to the postmaster and .when the change c„
day here at the Mooselookmeguntic
(Special to Maine Woods).
wharf of Grant’s camp, which al
“ good night folks.’’
■ime comes on the railroad the
t
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines camps.
though’ s ill in the woods of Maine
■will be two daily mails.
Landing, May 19—The city people
as f^r from the city as ever, are
Think of beirg as far away as
NO TES. holding free miner’s certificates, dur
can not get used to the cold weath G R E A T E M B D E N PO ND
.quickly and comfortably reached and
this in the wilderness end having
ing the open season; farmers hunt
er we are having in this part of the
everyone knows here is the best fly
grape fruit, oranges and
bananas
No. Anson, May 20—’Fishing at ing on the land upon which they
world, and come dressed in
their
fishing in this part of the world.
served
with
your
fried
trout
for
reside
and
members
of
the
Canadian
this
pond
is
the
order
of
the
day.
summer clo hes, shivering,
when
The camps have been open all win
winter clothes wculd make them Salmon are taking hold better than militia and visitors at clay pigeon ter and often 30 guests were here breakfast.
It is different for the hotel men
smile, even if they were dressed for several years and boats are get competitions are exempted from the for the railroad and lumber compan
taking their supplies directly from
ting the limit of lake trout,
one foregoing regulations.
like a lumberman.
ies have kept things moving
all
the cars than it was to have them
A big boom of logs of the Berlin boat coming in with 17.
the time.
H
E
R
E
AND
T
H
E
R
E
.
#
come
by buckboard and across the
The
cottages
are
showing
signs
Millg company broke Saturday and
. The ice left this lake May 4 and lake.
the hundreds of logs are tossed ov of ownership, building several new
J. S. P. H. Wilson, chairman of on the 9th thie first summer guests,
ones and getting the others in read
Ed Grant the _ old trapper
and
er the lake like so many matches.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
the fish and game commission, has
guide for whom, many of the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. J. C, Abbott
of iness for summer.
Metcalf with their guides,
Harry
Mah Ion
Boynton’s
automobile been spending a few days at MooseWoods readers will he
glad
to
Westford, Mass., regretfully reeled
Quimby and iCharles Hoar came up
i®
daily
seen
taking
parties
from head lake.
known is here in camp, said, “ I
in and went home Saturday havingfrom Indian Rock to try their skill
am' mighty glad to see you,” and he
had one of the best week’s sport Madison R. R. station to the lake.
with the fly.
*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Weston
Lewis,
whe
Did
yon
ever
hear
of
a
paper
vest
surely has a host of friends who
with the fish they ever had. Mrs.
On May 12 Theodore DeWitt of
are glad to grasp his hand again.
Adbo t was very proud of her pair to wear under your coat to keep \have been passing the season at the
New
York
with,
his
guide,
George
|Layfayette hotel have returned to
There never was a summer that
of salmon 3 pounds.each, one 4% warm ?
Huntoon, came and the fisher nr
That seems to be the latest, and j their home in Gardiner,
promised such a big business and
pounds and a 4% pound trout.
Mr.
have beeen coming every tra n since
.
from now on the camps will be tak
Abbott got the big one, a 7V2 pound the proper thing, for the ladies and j
and from now unt 1 the season clo
gentleman
are
all
wearing
them
whe
j
H‘
C'
Prince’
state
'Librarian,
has
en.
salmon; also one 4V2 pounds.
tension records dating es this will be one of the places
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hoover of they g0 out on the lake fishing this PUTchasod
year.
!
[from the earliest record af er the that cannot entertain all who woul
Boston with Tom Canadian guide
L A K E A U B U R N C A TC H E S .
___________ ________
ii Civil war.
Otherwise thiese
old like t.Q come.
have had a good week’s fishing at
The opening c f the railroad
to
G AM E ACT OF B R IT IS H C O L U M - records would have been destroyed.
Kennebago and spent Sunday here
this lake saves a day’s time
for
Fishing has been fine at the lake
b ia .
on their return home.
The Somerset Automobile associ- the members of the Megantic club. and many good catches were tak
Geo. A. Drew of Lewiston came
Among the salmon catches re
Amendments to the provincial gan a' ation will soon issue a booklet giv They leave New York in the evening, en.
Saturday and with Tom Splain, guide
dinner corded were:
act of British Columbia, adopted at ing interesting information in re and are here in time for
caught a 3 pound trout and 4V2 ipoun
R. F. Roy, 3 IT®.
the last session of the Legislature, gard to Skowhegan and nearby sec the next day and then off for tihe
salmon yesterday.
Mr. Drew
is
Beaver
M. A. Churchill, 2 lbs., 2 lbs.
The com Megantic club, reaching
provide that “ it shall be unlawful tions in the county.
accompanied by his friends, George
John Lang, 6 lbs.
for any person to use or to have in mittee chosen for the work is C. P. pond in time for supper.
P. Boo h, of the Worcester Gazette
Alvah A. Bei*ry of Stratton, super
A. Kramer, 3 Ihs.
his possession a pump or a repeat Merrill, R. T. Patten and John E.
and Julius Mathews of Boston, who
intendent of the club was here Mon
R. M. Taylor, 2 lbs., 4 lbs.
ing shotgun of any kind
with a Taylor.
intend, to distinguish themselves as magazine capable of holding more
day en route and said the members
Frank Fogg, 3 lbs., 5 lbs.
fishermen this week.
W. A. Tarr, 2 lbs., 3 lbs.
than one cartridge, or any automat Read Maine Woods for the local were greatly pleased with coming
Mrs. Frank Ridlon of Brookline ic shotgun of any kind. Any such news.
this way and the time saved and
Ed Leighton, 2 lbs.
and her sister, Mrs. E. W. Marston, automatic, pump or repeating shot
that all their mail and supplies would
J. F. Hut en, 3V2 lbs.
of Oakland, Calif., spent the Sab gun unlawfully found in the posses
thus sav
M. M. Mitchell, 4% lbs.
^liimiiiiHiiiimmimiimniiumuiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiminiiiimiimmiimiimmMU now come to Kennebago,
bath with their brother,
Theo L. sion of a.ny person may be seized
ing reloading several times.
Mr. Martel, 3 lbs.
Page.
They -were accompanied by and confiscated by any game ward
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Faxon o? Bos
Del Woodard, 3V2 lbs.
F. L. Castner of Brookline, Mass., en, cons'able or peace officer.”
ton witjh Alex Blanchard guide, spent
B. F. Huntington, 2 lbs., 3 lbs.„
"who will remainjfor several days.
It shall also be unlawful “ for any
Maine Stop at
| j Monday night here en route for horn 3 lbs.
B. F. Judd of Bristol, Conn., was resident of the province to
hunt
after several days at the club.
)J. S. Wright, 2 lbs.
here for a day's fishing last week for, take, or kill any animal or bird,
J. Russel Marble o f
Worcester,
Grarnp Morse, 2 lbs.
and brought in a handsome 6 pound or to carry firearms of any descrip
Mass., and party of six with their
Bud Wilson, Skip Newton as guide,
trout.
tion, or airguns or traps or other
six guides came from Haines Land 2 lbs., 3 lbs.
The postoffice is now open and devices for the purpose of captur
ing last Saturday and tomorrow go
Del Verrill, 2 salmon.
two daily mails keep Miss Prudence ing any animal or bird, without first b Midway between N ew City Hall and M on- §
Richardson of Rangeley, the assist akirg cut a license in that beument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
ant pos mistress| busy.
h a if /
i
j n r
Miss Anna K. Culluiane of East
Licenses shall he in the form of I Conveniently Located for people Attending 1
Conventions
Boston, Mass., came last week tq a badge, the carrying fee being as | Every courtesy and attention shown ladies |
assist Miss Ryan in the office.
traveling alone
follows; “ For badge and ordinary
The Marble party of Worcester, license to carry firearms and hunt 1
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
1
TRANSIENT RATES
It has no equal, and chemists
Mass., left for Kennebago by train birds and deer, $2.50; for badge and
= European Plan $1 .0 0 per day and up =
Saturday noon after a delightful wee a general license to carry firearms § American Plan $ 2 .0 0 per day and up § have been unable to determine
in camp here.
They did not land and hunt birds and animals, $5; for | H. E. THURSTON, R. F. H1MMELEIN, | what its beneficial properties
a re—that is N a tu re’ s secret.
Proprietorsthe 8 pounder but J. Russel Marble badge and special license to carry , i
Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door.
Its sales reach to nearly
firearms
and
trap,
$10.
Prospectors
=
had for his largest a 3% pound sal
^
*
.................
every part o f the world.
mon.
L. H. Torrey one of
the
same size!
S. H. Clary, a 3 pound 1
salmon.
One of the best known
annual
parties who always have a jolly
Send for Illustrated
good time, is the Ingraham pariy
(By JO H N F R A N C IS SP R A G U E )
of Peabody, Mass.
This year they
B o o k le t
came May 12, twlo days later than
last year.
Mr. and Mrs. George C.

RAILROAD SAVES
FLY ROD’S
MUCH TIME
NOTE BOOK

M AINE W O O D S

Members of Megantic Club Pleased
- -This Season Will be a Busy
One at Grant’s.

MRS. HALL CUTS
BIRTHDAY CAKE
Marble Party at Kennebago—Drew
of Lewiston with Friends to
Enjoy a Week’s Fishing.

; When in Portland

E "The Homelike House For
Everybody’’
-!

IKOHASE HOUSE!

Poland Water Leads All

' backw oods

Just off the press.
A breezy and entertaining book for Sportsmen
and Nature Lovers. Price $1.00 post paid.

DO N’T F O R G ET.
IT

PAYS

TO

A D V E R T IS E

IN

M A IN E W OODS. LOW A D V E R 
T IS IN G

RATES.

sketch es!

Send your orders to

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

Phillips, Maine

Poland Water never
changes.
HIRAM RICKER & SONS
South Poland, Maine
H80 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Offices at
163 Franklin SL.
Boston, Mass.

1711 Chestnut SL. '73,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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i Classified Advertising
I

.

----------------- —

------------- ---

'

I BOY SCOUTS
?
ENTERTAIN
T
±

. . . , ,X

»*♦ One cent a word in advance. No headline or other display, Each initial *j*
X and group of figures count as a word. This advertising appears in al ^
editions of Maine W oods, giving both a local and national circulation ***

V
Y

2

W ANTED.

FOR S A L E .

Many Deaths in Town—Popular
Lady Has a Maybasket Filled
with Handkerchiefs.

(Special to Maine Woods).
WANTED—White birch lumber saw
ed 3-4
thick 4 ft., tang, or
3-4
Rangeley, May 20—Friday
night
square, I ft., long".
Malden Parcel of last week the Boy Sooutsj enter
Handle Co., Maiden, Mass.
tained their parents and teacher's in
The visitors had the
WANTED—-Well sorted white pota the vestry.
toes at my storehouse on the Dodge pleasure of listening to the regular
Road, Friday and Saturday of this order of business as given below:
Opening Council, roll call, record of
weik.
B. F. Beal.
last council, report of Scouts, left
WANTED—Situation in hotel by over business, new Scouts, new busi
first class cook.
Pastry preferred. ness, challenges.
The literary en
Reference.
E. M. G., 63 Bridge St., tertainment. for the evening consist
’ s* FOR SALiE—Edison Dictating ma Lewiston, Me.
ed of readings by Neddie
West,
chine.
In first class condi icn. In
Norris Otis and Vance Oakes. The
WANTED—Dressmaking
ho
do
at
quire at Maine Woods office.
imy home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phil Scout’s Pledge to His Flag, Vernon
Collins; wrhy don’t you he the boy
FOR SALE—5 H. P. sawing outfit, lips.
your .mother thinks you are, Leo
upright engine, 30 inch saw,
new
belt and on skids ready for work. In WANTED—Fertilizer bags im any Collins; The Scout’s pledge to His
fine condition, $90 cash; also
H. quantity.
Will pay 2 1-2 cents each Flag, Agis Oakes; The Scouts also
P. 2 cycle motor boat engine,
all for all you have in good condition- sang America and gave the trocip
nickel trimmings, hard rubber coil, Ship by freight to the Malden Par yell.
The enter!ainment was fol
cel Handle Co., Edgeworth, Mass.
$35.
Lamont Eean, Phillips, Me.
lowed by a supper of baked beans,
brown and white bread, assorted cak
F O R SALE—Farm for sale. Address WANTED—Experienced man on han and coffee.
The supper was serv
Must be cap ed by the boys.
C . N. Pla sted, Phillips, Maine, R . die boring machine.
Games were en
able of keeping machine in repair. joyed afte- the supper.
F. D. 4.
A big hike
Malden Parcel Handle Co., Malden, to ML. Saddleback is being planned
FOR SALE^—Village siland in Phillips Mass.
for the middle of June.
Upper Village.
Inquire of J. Blaine
Mrs. Vern Pi’lstmry and Mrs. Eb
Morrison.
LO S T.
en Hinkley left Tuesday fob Port
FOR SALE OR TO RENT—Furnish
land where they will attend the
ed camp on Long Point, Belgrade LOST—Bunch of keys in vicinity of Grand lodge of Pythian Sisters.
Leave a-t Maine
Great Lake, Maine.
Four (4) sleep Madrid village.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish and
ing rooms, piazzas, camp 50 feet long Woods office.
Mrs. Henry Badger were in StratLon
open fire, Rangeley boat, ice, etc.
Saturday making the trip by auto
TO LET.
Address Harvey L. Parker, Belgrade
mobile.
Lakes, Maine, or M. R. Simmons* 30
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Haley and
TO LET—For the summer at RangeCourt a reet,- Boston, Mass.
ley, nine rcom house; modern; fur- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Baiger were at
nished.
Five minutes’ walk to Sandy River pend over Sunday.
Address
Mrs. James Mathieson of Indian
Rangeley
Lake House.
P R IV A T E C A M P IN M A IN E
Landing, Rock has be:n visiin g Mrs. TryBeautifully located in the woods 1Mrs. F. B. Burns, Haines
phena Neal.
and completely equipped, ready for ! Maine.
i
immediate occupancy; one mile from
Zephyr Raymond of Sandy River
Barker on Lake Mooselookmeguntic
Plantation
los.t a horse recently.
o f Rangeley chain; spacious verand
Quimby, taking our limi and carnt
as, large living room with open fire
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lynwood E I s are
out in good hea th and consider the
place, 10 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
being
congratulated
on the bir h of
outing one of pleasure and success.
with modern plumbing, kitchen,
a baby daughter born at Ellis Farm
dining room, laundry with stationary
1
Cordially Yours,
this Tuesday morning.
tubs, icehouse and woodhouse filled;
Wilbur & Turner.
600 feet o f shore, bathing beach,
Mrs. Arthur Soule, who was called
m otorboat, canoe, rowboats, tennis
here last week by the death of her
court, garden, water for all purposes
E L M W O O D H O T E L A R R IVA LSsupplied by spring; rent reasonable.
brother-in-law, Jerry Lowell,
of
Room 90,
45 W all S t., New York
May 15—H. M. Barnes, John J. Sandy River Plantation returned to
McIntosh, B. T. Lamb, Maude An her home in Buxton Monday.
Mrs. Ed Boulter, who has been at
drews, F. J. Thrasher, Portland; A.
G. Rigg, Bos cn; F. C. Reed, Win- Dr. Ross’ for a short time has re
throp; Frank N. Williams, Boston. turned to her home.
May 16—P. H. Garvin, Boston; R.
Mrs. Claude Lowell is at work for
,S. Beaver, Portland; F. P. Thomas. John H. Lowell in Dallas.
Andover.
Mrs. Henry Badger was the re
May 17—F. J. D. Barn,jum, Boston; cipient of a very large and hand
J. C. Bateman, Barnjum;
seven some Maybasket Monday night in
members of the Minister’s Sweet honor of her bir hday which fell on
heart company.
Sunday.
The basket was
filled
May 18—L. D. Scales, R. H. Garvin; with handkerchiefs.
The party was
May 19—E. M. Charlton, Boston; made up of the following
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
ladies:
Mrs.
Frank
Rangeley, “ Birchwcod,’’ May 7— Q. T. Chiase, A. M. Palmer, Port Mrs. Ira D. Hear,
Miss
Here we are on our annual fishing- ; land; F. L. Dennison, Bangor; S. C. Porter, Mrs. W. F. Oakes,
trip hale and hearty for boys of Bateman, Barajuan: A. C. Colby, Marjorie Oakes, Mrs. Chas. Cush
man, Miss Sadie Pickens, Mrs. A.
our age.
Fishing opened up well, j Lunenburg, V .; L. B. Blanchard.
Our first four days’ fishing yielded 1 May <20—Q. M. Sterling, Mr. and M. Ross-, Mrs. Alvah Sprague, Mrs.
ns 24 trout and salmon running frem [ Mrs. C. D. Prince, Portland; Edward E. I. Herrick, Mrs. Will Tomlinson,
two to four pounds in wdight—no B. Cowles, New York; Orris M. Vose, Mrs. Will Tibbetts, Mrs. Eben Hink
K ingfeld; Chas. W. Steele, Farming- ley, Mrs. H. B. McCard, Mrs. Guy
heavy fish “ struck’' us.
Brocks, Mrs. Ernest Haley, Mrs. A.
A change in the wea her from hot ton f
May 21—T. A. O’Leary, Augusta; M. Hoar, Mrs. J. Sherman
to cold ended the fishing, for with
Hoar,
the “ glass” at 28 to 35 degrees and Geo. Re:d, Lewiston; C. C. Whi ,ney, Miss Ina Badger, Mis® Hilda Gera
The gues4
a gale for six days in succession C. A. Adams, C. C. Fales, Portland; Mrs. H. A. Furbish.
cool d us as well as the fish. Nev Edward O. Burr, Boston; ,H. Burtis, were invited jn and enjoyed game3,
erthelees we g t a day’s f sh'ng at New York city.
stories and home made cand'es.
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch
and able steam yacht, “ Wa-Wa’’ of
about 22 H. P.
The U. S. Govern
ment inspection of 1911 showed her
to he in first class condition. May
he inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up
per Dam, Maine.
Price will be
reasonable to a .quick purchaser. Ap
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke
Farm, Three Tung, Pa.
Or Archer
A. Poor at camp.

CONSIDERS 1913
TRIP A SUCCESS

The “Boys” Reach Home Hale and
Hearty with Good Number
of Fish.

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL
BOSTON, MASS.

Y ou see!
It’s THIS way:N
“ W hite H o u se ” Coffee is an honest
C offee; it’s genuine coffee of the high
est grade ; it’s the “ simon-pure ” kind

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for SI.00
and up. which includes free use o f shower
baths. ^
Nothing to Equal This in New England.
Room s with private baths for $1.50 per day
up; suite of two rooms and baths for $4.00 per
day and up.
Dining Room and Cafe First-Class, Europ
ean Plan.
Absolutely Fireproof
Stone floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
SEND FOR BOOKLET.

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

such as was known in the olden time— before
adulteration and imitation

and

made “ doubts’’ in people’s minds.

substitution
Y o u are

sure to be pleased with it. Just you try
No danger of short weight when
you buy “ White House’’ Coffee.
No danger of getting one thing
today and another tomorrow.
‘ White House” is not that kind
of coffee.

HOW THIS WOMAN
FOUND HEALTH

tired.

I would not give your Vegetable

David Haines was operated on for Compound for all the rest o f the medi
appendicitis at the home of Dr. A. M cines in the world. I tried doctor’ s med
Ross on Thursday of last week. Mrs. icines and they did me no good.” — Mrs.
Ray Lisherness, who has been car M a r y E a r l e w i n e , R .F .D . N o.3, Utica,
ing for him, has returned heme and Ohio.
Another Case.
Mrs. Alvah Sprague is taking her
Nebo,
111.—
“ I was bothered for ten
place.
Mr. Haines is recovering
years with female troubles and the doc
rapidly.
tors did not help me. I was so weak and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Barrett; were nervous that I could not do my work
in Phillips the first of the week to and every month I had to spend a few
attend the funeral of Mrs. Barrett’s j days in bed. I read so many letters about
Lydia E. Pinkham’ s Vegetable Com
sister-in-law, Mrs. William Jacobs.
pound curing female troubles that I got
The first ball game of the sea a bottle of it. I t did me more good than
son was played at the park
la e anything else I ever took and now it has
Friday afternoon, the contestants be cured me. I feel better than I have
for years and tell everybody what the
ing ihe High and the Gramma
school boys.
The score was 18 to Compound has done for me. I believe I
would not be living to-day but for
14 m favor of the High school.
th a t.” — Mrs. H e t t i e G r e e n s t r e e t ,
At the special town meeting Sat Nebo, Illinois.
urday the road commissioners were
instructed to build a permanent
bridge over Nile brook near Lake held at the church Sunday af ternocn.
View Farm.
Mr. and Mis. Carl Cole are here
for the summer.
Mrs. Cole will
Mrs. Hugh Mathieson
is
e
be employed by Mrs. Clara Rector
ployed at Dr. Colby’s.
Miss Lucille Harris is at her home and Mr. Cole works in the mill.
in Dallas suffering from an abscess
E, C. Hinkley is in Portland this,
in her throat.
week to a tend the Grand lodge of
James Reynolds "of East Orange, N the Knights of Pythias.
J. is again enjoying the fishing
Leon Robbins is ill with bronchi
here.
He is accompanied
by his tis.
*
daughter, .Mrs. Joseph W. Merrill,
of Montclair, N. J. and little Mis®
Rangeley, May 21—'Frank Gile and
Josephine Merrill.
family of Portland are moving into
Joe Lamb took two of his boys, the upper rent of the Isaac Tibbetta
Hubert and Conrad, out fishing Sat house.
urday afternoon and in three hours
Mrs. O. R. Rowe and Master Ken
returned with two salmon and
a wood. have been visiting Mrs. Mar
trout, weighing respectively 6%, 5 1/2 tin Higgins in Win hrop.
They
and 3x/£ pounds, the largest being- will ako visit fi lends in East Dixcaught by Conrad, the younger of field and Farmington before return
the two boys.
ing to Rangeley.
Mrs. Gard Hinkley is spending a
S. B. McCard has returned from
few days in town.
Indian Rock, where he has
been
Ru h< Hiibcrn has been quite ill guiding.
for a week.past.
Sylvadier Hinkley, who has been
Mrs. J. B. Tomlinson is entertain guiding steadily reports the fishing
ing Miss Mamie Durmody and nep as unusually good this year.
hew, Master Joseph Durmcdy
of
Dr. Hoening iwith D. E. Hinkley,
i Newark, N. J.
Miss Durmcdy will guicto, recently secured his limit for
soon return to Newark but Master a day's fishing.
Joseph will spend the summer wi'h
Leoia Tomuin:on bias been suffer
Mrs. Tomlinson, who is also his ing a severe a tack of asthma.
aunt.
Tbe High scnrol Juniors a e ar
John Higgins, Eged about 52 years ranging an r.tor;ainment for the
died of pneumen'a at the home of purpose of raising money to de
Angus La, Point where he boarded, fray the expenses of the reception
on Friday of l?st week. Mr. Hig which they will give the Senior class
gins has relatives living but as yet at he close of the school year.
all effort to locate them has been
Mr, and Mrs. Riley Hinkley drove
unavailing.
The body has been to Madrid Monday to visit Mr.
placed in the tomb.
Hinkley’® aunt, Mrs. Rachel HuntingThelma porter entertained
the ton, who is very ill.
following party of friends at
her
home last Friday evening, the day
following her 13th birthday: Misses
NY0LENE
Irene Kemptcn, Nadine Hoar, Re’ra
Hoar, Fay Elis, Susie Stewart,
Zelma Robertson, Ima Moore, Guida
Philbrick, Lil’ian Prat4,
Margaret
Whitney, Racht 1 Huntoon, Cherrie
Toothaker, Roberta Eastman, Eliz
Anglers, Hunters,
abeth Oakes and Marion Wilber.
“ Hikers,” Motor
Sandwiches, assorted cake and co
ists,
Yachtsmen,
coa were served and many amusing
Cyclists, A ll O ut
games enjoyed.
IheNew*Product door M en .
o f the
Miss Ethel Braekley of Freeman
Y O U want
Wm.F. Ny e R B n u m
attended the funeral of Jerry Lowel .
•The G reatest Discovery
Ever Made for Preventing
Mrs. ®eorge Ross
passed away
Rust on F! RE ARMS
Thursday, May 15, after a long and
Stoves, C utlery, Tools
It adds years to the
and all B r ig h t Metals
painful illness.
She went recent
of guns and tsltkle.
APerfect tu b ; ilo r life
is
clean and of great
for Ball B e a rin g s On value
ly to the home of her daughter, Mrs.
a healing,
Bicycles and Motorcycles coolingassalve
for brut
Alexander Lee, for a visit and it
The B e st A rticle Ever ses,’ strains, sunburns
Offered for
was there that ihe end came. Mrs.
and insect bites.
SPORTSMEN*
A BIG TCBE
&n&
Ross was 45 years of age, a daugh
[GENERAL/ HOUSEHOLD
25c
ter of the late Henry and Matilda
ij PRICE
254
EVERYW HERE
III, WtoT.NYE
Abbo t Tibbetts and had been
a
" NewBedford, Mass- |
life long resident of Rangeley. Be
sides her mother and several broth
New Bedford, Mass
ers and sis ers, she leaves two
M’ f'r., o f NTOIL
married daughters and a family of
A sk y en r w atch re
pairer w h ose oil he
five children, the eldest being
is nsing on y ou r
i w atch.
years of age.
The funeral was

SMOTHERS
RUST
SOOTHES
PAIN

-IBS

(Incorporated)
^ Opp. State House,

Harold McCard is out
of
the
bank for a short vacation.
Mrs. Mar!ip Nile and daughter o
Rumford have been visiting iMr. and
Mrs. Alvin Berry.
Dr. and Mrs. Colby will seen, be
at home in the G. A. Proctor hons.
W ould not give Lydia E.Pinkon Lake street.
Jerry Lowell, who has been
in ham’s Vegetable Compound
poor heal h, for a long time, passed
for All Rest of M edicine
away at his heme in Sandy River
in the W orld .
Plantation, May 14. Mr. Lowell has
been a life long resident of this vi
U tica, Ohio.— “ I suffered everything
ctory and was a well to de and from a female weakness after baby
came. I had numb
highly respected c tizen. He leaves
spells and was dizzy,
a widow and one daughter,
Mrs.
had black spots be
Roll Otis.
The funeral which w;
fore my eyes, my
held from his late home Saturday
back ached and I
afternoon was conducted by O. R
was so weak I could
hardly stand up. My
Rowe, the interment being made at
j] f a c e was yellow,
Evergreen cemetery.
Rev. H. A.
even my fingernails
Childs officiated and the music was
were colorless and 3
furnished by Mrs. phineas
Tracy,
had displacement. I
Muriel Hoar and O. R. Rowe, with
took Lydia E. PinkMrs. C. C. Murphy accompanist.
ham’ s V e g e t a b l e
The bearers were Eben Rowe, Frank Compound and now I am stout, well and
Marche ti, George Russell and Geo. healthy. I can do all my own work and
can walk to town and back and not get
Bridgham.

IT!

NY0LENE

Wm F. NYE,

MAINE

6

UMBACOC

WOODS,

CAMPS

Y

among the Rangeley Lakes. A beautiful spot for the whole family. A few days or a few
weeks am ong the lakes, rivers and woods. Does not the idea attract you
.
W e offer you superb fishing— boa tin g-sh ootin g of game birds, deer and other animals.
G ood food and comfortable camp quarters.
Guides, food supplies and camping outfits furnished. W rite for particulars.

A. H. SMITH

-

D MBAGOG CAMPS

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, MAY 22, 1913

FOUR OX-POWER
AUTO EXHIBITED

ERROL, N. H.

New Speed Records Established.
Bryant’s Pend Rejoices.

..........
By

George

A llan

England.

They discovered Mr. Cole and his
car still in tire same location, and
still engaged in the same argument.
Mr. Cole was coming out second-besf
The engine was far in the lead.
As a “passive resister’’ it certainly
beat any suffragette ever hatched.
Oxen

to

ithe

Rescue.

WORMS FREEZE AND
$1.00 PER QUART!
Hartford Doctor in Camp for Two
Weeks.—Portland Man
Gets Trio.

Yet, after all, nothing seemed to
be the matter with the car, except
The Barker, May 15.—Last night
that the gas and water tanks leaked, the guides were sit ing around the
the carburetor was flooded, the doo* fire when one remarked, “ guess I’ll
dadbill jack refused to poof and the go down to my boat and take them
BY F L Y ROD
zingaree would not (jiggle. Mr. Cole angle worms in so they w-on't freeze,
busily kept removing the plugs, it is a mighty cold nigh t!”
priming the car and trying to start
They all laughed at him and said,
“
The
other
fishermen
*
d
the
lad
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen H. palmer
it.
In vain.
Qn lookers suggest “ we will risk our w-orms,”
but
of Milford, Penn., and family are to ies by this time saw I had hooked
ed substituting plugs of tobacco for this morning the other fellow- laughed
reach Upper Dam tile first of June a big one, so were watching with
the patent non-sparking plugs, but at them, for sure enough the angle
for another season.
Mr. Palmer is field glasses from the camps and
Mr. Cole refused to accept the ad worms they left out, w-ere frozen so
soon
came
down
to
the
edge
of
the
very proud to be the possessor of a
vice.
they had to he throw-n away,
and
handsome silver cup presented
by pool to watch the fun and to make
On the scene now arrived
Mr. angle worms $1.00 a quar !
“ Field & Stream,” for the largest matters more interesting very heavy
'Hod Noyes, our well-known and tal
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Norton and
trout taken on the smallest rod in black clouds made their appearance.
ented bull-puncher.
Mr. Noyes had daughter of Winchester, Mass., who
the United States during the year There were strong indications of a
History of the Car.
a liuge-wrheeled wagon, harnessed to came before the ice went out, left
very heavy bk>w; such winds make
of 1912.
four spirited and prancing oxen. A for home to-day, having greatly en
things
exceedingly
lively
in
the
Tlie
car,
imported
by
Christopher
Mr. Palmer it will be remembered
long chain w-as procured, and the joyed their stay of two week©. '
pool
occasionally.
Columbus in the fall of 1492,
w-as
with his 3 1-2 oz. Leonard rod had
Bet
Dr. and Mrs. P. H. Ingalls of Hart
“ As my fish had gone to the bot purchased last year at auction by necessary connections made.
great sport with one of the big speck
ting
ran
heavy
that
the
four
oxen
ford, Conn., came Monday night for
led beauties, who for years
have tom by this time in a sulk, I hand Roy Titus, our popular and -wellcould not start the car, but after a two weeks’ stay in camp.
C.
The
price
lived in the pools at Upper Dam. He ed my rod to my guide and put on known meat artist.
some heavy pulling that w-ould have Hewey is the doc or’s guide and al
was using a Wickham Fancy
fly my rubber coat, then took it again paid is stated to have been $450, an
taken a blue ribbon at the
county though they have brought in a
At the end excess valuation of $449.75.
Roy
and the frout weighed 6 lbs., 5 ox., and coaxed him up.
fair, they succeeded in moving the number of good fish not a record
of
40
minutes
he
w-as
on
his
side,
soon
discovered
that
he
had
a
real
was 23 3*8 inches long, and
the
machine.
one as yet.
Elmer problem on his hands.
The
car
girth 14 1-4 inches.
The following all in, ready for the net.
Mr. Breton Cole then mounted the
A. H. Barry of Por land,
with
netted
him
and
we
rowed
to
the
proved to be a White Man’s Burden,
is the story as told by Mr. Palmer:
driver’s seat of the car smoking a B' n Gile, guide, has a fine trio to
shore
just
in
time
to
escape
the
and
rapidly
became
a
live
issue
in
“ On June 14, 1912, I arrived with
long T. D.
Mr. Noyes, profusely his credit, a 4 pound, 3 1-2 pound sal
It was quite our midst.
All of Bryant’s Pond
my family at Upper Dam to spend most of the storm.
exclaiming,
with
great exhilaration, mon and a 3 1-2 pound trout.
We took our and vicinity became interested in it,
our second season in camp there, dark then, too.
that
“
I
ain’t
got
much
education, by
The wind blew- too hard to
fish
and to fish that famous pool, where catch up to camp and had it weigh and betting ran high whether it gum, but, by gum, I cau punch bulls,
this
morning
so
took
a
walk
over
ed
on
those
famous
old
steelyards
w-ou]d
go
or
not.
the old grandfathers of the spec
by gum!’’ prodded his steers with to Oquossoc and on the way met two
It. w-as of the mowing machine type'
kled beauties can be seen any day that all records must be w’eighed on.
masterly skill, and the conveyance handsome deer, a big buck and a
It
was
a
beautifully
shaped,
very
suitable
also
for
plowing,
harrowing
but, most of whom are too highly
moved, emitting clanks, creaks and doe, that looked as if they had a
user’s "patience) corn grind
educated to come to a fly.
The highly colored female trout, weighing (tbe
wailings, slowly in the general dir fine w-inter, and if they take
a
6
pounds
and
5
ounces.’
’
ing,
ensilage,
cutting
and
other
sw-ift water caused by the rush of
ection of Pinhook, our justly fam daily w-alk on the carry will receive
agricultural
work.
From
the
first
Mr.
palmer
has
his
tackle
all
in
the water from the largest of the
ed suburb and summer resort.
much attention this summer.
rise our minister w-as dead set against it
R a.geley lakes, the Mooselookfne- order and will try to get a
Walter Reeves of Portland with
because
of
the
greatly
increased
from
the
I2-pounder
that
they
guntic, through the dam, gives the
The Procession.
Oscar Parker, guide, is sport with
The car cranked
fly fisherman a chance for a good weighed and returned to the water use of profanity.
the fish, and landed a 3 3-4 pound
on the side, had 134 clutches and
fight for his fish, when he hooks |in the late fall,
The car plentifully w-atered the salmon to-day.
fizzmudkators all revolving in op
one and I was very anxious to land
road, as it proceeded, its tank being
Several parties are booked for this
with a
wild,
one with my light tackle.
I nev
I \vas busy w-riting in one of the posite directions
in fine form.
Mr. Cole is thinking
er use anything heavier than three hotel offices the other evening where clattering, grinding noise, was fitted of applying for a contract as offic week and all that is needed to fill
the camp is summer weather.
and one-half ounces-—Leonard rod.’’ quite a party of fishermen v-ere en with non-sparking plugs, self-flood ial street-sprinkler.
The car if
Harry Farring cn cf New York
ing
carburetor,
colander-type
water
“ I did not meet with success in joying their evening smoke and
properly hauled, would make a first- is here for a few- days and in June
and
gasoline
tanks,
unnecessary
telling
fish
stories.
Their
laugh
size until the 30th of June, when
class w-aterin-g cart, as all admit will return with his family for an
brakes and self-stopping engines.
my wife said to me, “ go out and had such a hearty ring I dropped my
who have ever seen it.
other season at the Birches.
When Roy first tried to operate
catch a record,’’ and then bet me pencil and “ sat up and took notice.”
The procession w-as formed as fol
it, everybody turned out, and stood
a pair of gloves I could not do it. One of the stories told w-as this:
lows :
at a safe distance, waiting for the
A ‘ record’ at the Dam is a trout or
“ By the way is Col. ----- coming u
“ Bill,’ ’the Fire Department Dog
vitations sent out by a special com
explosion.
By filling the gasoline
salmon weighing three pounds
or in June?’’
i
Mr. Noyes
mittee announce the banquet w-ill
tank partly full of cornmeal
and
one caught on a flf in the pool.
4 Oxen, 4
“ Did you know about the big fish pebbles, the perforations were suf
take place at the Augusta House on
The Chain
“I accepted my wife’s challenge he always hooked onto, once each ficiently stopped to keep 1 1-2 pints
the evening of Wednesday, May 28.
and went out with my guide, Elmer season -for years? I must confess I of gasoline in the car while a test
Mr. Berton Cole, with Car
It is planned that every lawyer in
Woodbury, and soon hooked
and lost a few- hooks on the same fish w-as made.
John Titus, Roy’s fa Mr. England and Mr. Clarence Cole, the state shall receive an invitation
landed a fine trout weighing four myself.
in Car No. 2.
The Colonel would alw-ays ther, and our ever-popular enforcer
and a large attendance is expected.
pounds, nine ounces, thus winning have his guide row back and forth of the Majesty of the law-, rushed
Citizens on Foot
An efficient committee has been
Junkman Aw-aiting Bargain
Several times buckets of w-ater as fast as
the wager, and several hours later over the same spot.
appointed to take charge of all the
Roy
the same day caught another ex hje caught good fish there. Then called for them, to keep up the lev
details for the success of
this
all of a sudden would come this tre s’ in the water tank.
Prize
Cup
Awarded.
actly the same weight.
event.
Roy, after
“ About two weeks later my young mendous strike.
The Colonel would tinkering only four hours and
29
On arriving at Pinhook, the pro M A I N E ’S D A N D E L I O N C R O P
est son was fishing in the
pool, bell his guide, ‘Now you be mighty minifies, succeeded in getting signs
IS
I can land him if only you of life from the machine. It start cession was met by Mayor Judkins,
with his guide and looking
over careful.
W O R T H $100,000 Y E A R L Y .
the side of the boat, saw a big look out for the boat,’ and that time ed in less than six hours.
Un with a committee of leading citizens.
trout lying there.
‘See that, Clar w-e watched him for an hour, then fortunately, it would only run back The world’s endurance speed record
(Continued from page three).
Others prefer to partially cook the
ence?
There’s a big one,’ he said the line parted and the Colonel col ward.
When he attempted to run of two miles in 24 hours w-as veri
dandelions and w-hile they are hot
ored the air blue.’ ’
to his guide.
the engine forw-ard, it emitted a dull fied, and a handsome tin cup, suit
Then everybody laughed and the groan, a clank and a hiss and stop ably engraved, w-as aw-arded Mr. place them, with some of the liquor
“ ‘Yes,’ said Clarence, ‘ that will
Cole, who replied in a few- w-ell- in which they are cooked, in ord
weigh six or seven pounds.’ But he cigars w-ere passed again and some ped.
inary preserving jars. Greens
so
could not get him to rise so he told one( asked:
For a while Roy considered
the chosen and forcible scripture w-ords.
“Whai about it, did he ever land plan of reversing the sea s and run
Our selectmen now have
under put up will keep indefinitely unless
me about him, and we both fished
the jar be opened.
Others simply
for him for about two weeks seeing him?” and the gentleman con'inu/ed. ning the car baokw-ard;
but this consideration a plan to purchase the
dry the dandelions and keep them
“ It is too good to keep, I must proved impracticable, as the
car
either
as
a
watering
cart
or
a
him nearly every day.
Finally, go
car
You know- last refused to steer properly that w-ay. hitching post.
Till some definite until wanted, in the winter. This
ing out for the evening fishing, on tell this rest of it.
action
is
taken,
Mr.
Cole will con is the least satisfactory method of
Aug. 6, casting while Elmer rowed fall they had to draw- all the water So he continued tinkering.
And
slowly out for position, I had a out of the lake they possibly could only eight weeks after his initial tinue to hold the cup and the rec all.
w-hen they built the dam. That left
Greens so put down sell for a
rise.
The car is now- reported rest
purchase, he finally induced the ear ord.
ing easily, and is doing as w-ell as good price during the w-inter months,
“ ‘There!’ said Elmer, you have only the land on the point w-her to advance.
for they are superior to the ordin
the big one.’
The fish
circled the Colonel used to hook into the
He
then established it as
an could be expected, after its gruelling
ary canned variety purchased in the
around the boat for about five min big fish every year and there w-as a ice truck on his delivery route. The trial of endurance and speed.
A considerable quantity of
utes, inen made a run of about two huge old stump that had been under great heat of the engines, both cyl
A special non-go prize will be stores.
in
Maine
hundred feet for quiet water; that w-ater for years and even the wind inders running at a cherry red glow-, aw-arded as sdon as Mr. Cole’s claim dandelions is canned
each year by the regular packers and
is, more quiet water; we were in w-ould move it back and forth and melted some of the ice.
The cold of 13 stops in one mile can be o f
what do you think?
In that old
the diggers for those factories earn
swift vvater when I hooked him.
w-ater leaked dow-n onto the delicate ficially proved.
good pay.
“ As I was using light tackle my stump were jjust 42 different hooks, busticator, which cracked, and the
and
Could the money value of
the
3 1 2 oz. Leonard rod, with 10 yards some of them old and rusty,
H
E
R
E
A
N
D
T
H
E
R
E
car once more became inoperative.
greens which’ are dug each year in
vsie, Roy then contemplated using dyna
of Mill s Imperial line, size H and others almost good enough
the fly, Wickham’s Fancy
on
a and on one of them w-as the Colon mite on it, but, receiving an offer
Saturday the w-ind w-as blowing Mdin© for home consumption by the
number 10 honk there was nothing el’s last year’s bait and
hard
at Green lake, but Sunday it persons picking them be ascertain
from Mr. Cole, abandoned this plan.
were yards and yards of old lines
for us to m bu‘ to follow the fish.
Considering ed there is lit le doubt but what
Mr. Cole, in a moment of temporary was a littl better.
wound in and out among the roots abberation, purchased the car.
the w-eatber during these two days the estimate of $100,000 as the an- \
nual value of this Maine crop w-ould
of that old pine stump.”
He tinkered it all w-inter, averaging there were quite a number of salm
be much too small.—Exchange.
Everybody joined in the
laugh 10 hours a day on the job and this on caught.
that f olio w-e d.
Jake Green caught one salmon,
spring decided to try it out. On his
first trip he w-as discovered by a George Lord, one; Mr. S'ewart, of
True Anglers Use
\
Maine Woods representative,
one Brew-er, one; Mr. McLaughlin, one;
R.
L.
Abbott,
one;
Lewis
Berstein,
The Williams Barbless Hook
mile from Bryant's Pond, arguing
Several others w-ere taken
with the machinery.
He reported one.
Because it is guaranteed to
“ Now, doctor, should you have some g o o d
fe llo w call upon you who is in doubt, you having been stalled 13 times, by act but the names of those who caught
catch and hold better than
certainly haye my permission to show him this
a barbed hook, yet you can
Several
letter, and if he desires, give him my* address ual count, in that distance.
This them were not obtained.
remove the little fish without
and 1 will gladly correspond with him, as there
fish
were
hooked
but
lost.
was
on
the
night
of
May
11.
may be many g o o d fe llo w s Who real ly want to be
injury. Yearlings, spawn,
cured.” From a genuine letter among the scores
and their killing wastes^thouOn the night of May
12,
the
we can show you, proving absolutely that the
George B. Bearce and Col. C. H.
sands of eggs, this means
Maine Woods man, in his car to
certain ruin to a glorious sport. The
gether with Clarence Cole our ac Osgood of Lewiston are at Moose- Williams Barbless hook is a scientific
complished pianist and hardware bead lake for a ten days’ stay.
and a practical lure, no mechanism, just
its ingenious shape. It stands for a
man, made a scouting and rescue
SMOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers smoke
An event of special interest
to SQUARE deal to the future of the sport:
out more mink, “ coon” . Skunk, etc., in one day can be overcome by the N E A L 3 -D A Y
expedition
in
search
of
Mr.
Cole.
T
R
E
A
T
M
E
N
T
.
No
hypodermics
used.
Re
han they can take in traps in a month- -besides
those of legal profession is a com p a SQUARE deal to the little fish and a
sults absolutely certain. All dealings confiden
they get prime furs worth the most money.
SQUARE deal to yourself as a sports
tial. D R U G H A B IT S SUCCESSFULLY
A I)IME brings illustrated guide. It tells how.
limentary
banquet to be tendered to man. Imported standard flies, $ 1 .60 per
Giving the first time in print the treasured sec T R E A T E D . Call upon, address or phone
rets of the wisest old trapper in this country, it’s
ex-Chief Justice William Penn White* dozen, bait hooks 25 cents.
worth dollars to you.
bouse of Augusta, by members of
LACBY Y. WILLIAMS,
TRAPPER’ S SUPPLY CO.
147 Pleasant Ave„ Portland, Maine.
This Winter
the
Maine
State
Bar
association.
InTelephone
4%
16.
518
W*ter
St.,
Oak Harbor, Ohio
(
BOX W ., O A K P A R K , ILL.

F ly

Rod s Note B<ook

Shaw’s Pneumatic Smoker

Bryant’s Pond, Me., May 13—Berton Cole of Pinhook, now leaps in
to the spot-light of fame, by establ
ishing a new endurance and speedrecord for the entire world with his
model of 1492 “ Reo.’’ Cole has just
completed the last lap of the Bry
ant’s Pond to Pinhook
Tin
Cup
Trophy Endurance Test, distance
two miles, time 24 hours.
The
machine used—but this requires
some explanation.
It is a matter of
history in these parts, and must not
be slighted.

From "A GOOD FELLOW”
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NOT MISSED A TRIP
FOR 43 YEARS

LAKE CLEAR OF
ICE ON MAY 2

KEEPS GUIDE TO
WHEEL WOOD

Exodus of Prominent Gentlemen
From Lynn Who are Enjoying
the First Fishing Here.

Lands Fish After Few Casts -The
Doctor’s 28th Season and 20th
Trip to Middle Dam.

Author and Conductor both get
Record Salmon. One Sent to
Museum of Natural History

has been very dull for the last 10
Franklin, of Portland came Monday
days owing to the fact that there
and with George York guide, intend
has been a grand vacating of the
to fish for 10 days.
A 4 pound
city
for Upper Dam.
Here
in
salmon is their largest yet.
seven of the cottages are disting
Thursday, May 8, the first automo
uished shoe manufacturers, leather!
bile party arrived, coming via An
dealers, bank presidents, physicians,
dover to South Arm, where they left
and ex-officiais of the city
but
their automobile in the garage. They
here in Maine they are only (Upper)
were Messrs. B. E. Brown of Brown’s
Dam fishermen.
Wm. B. Littlefield,
Camps, Kezar lake and G. M. Reyn
president of Manufacturers’ Nation
olds, H. G. Codley and S. B. Town ley
al bank, accompanied by his wife
of Glen Ridge, N. J.
They started
(Special to Maine Woods.)
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Mountain View, May 19—“ When
and niece, Miss Mabel Butler, have
homeward Sunday with 17 Tis-h
Lakewood Camps, Middle Dam,
ar© we to have summer weather?’’ is
Mrs. Lit lefield
Upper Dam, May 15—The wind the Minor camp.
weighing from 2 (o 4 pounds each,
has blown a gale most of the time has caught the largest number of May 14—The flag is flying, the boats besides having all they wanted to a question ’ often asked.
Three nights the past week the
and it has been December weather fish of any of the Lynn crowd but are making regular time, the fish eat and said, “ we never had beetter
water pipes have frozen and Fri
the past week, but. it has been a none over 4 pounds, but intends to are rising and the season promises fishing.’’
contented, happy crowd that fished land a bigger one before they re to be one of more than usual pros
day morning there was a «now storm
The first automobile party from
turn.
Their guides are Clarence perity for the old parties have all
some and made good catches, too.
and the ground was white most of
written “ we are coming back’’ and Boston coming via Errol, N. H., the day.
The pile of yellow birch
wood Harlow and G. Marston.
where they left their machine and
A. D. Fisher, a prominent club also many new ones.
has decreased, for big fires have
One city gentleman keeps
his
coming across Umbago lake and the
Otis H. Dana of Boston opened
^been kept in all the camps. Chas. man and shoe manufacturer
and
to his
Carry from Sunday cove reached guide busy wheeling (wmod
The lake
Grant has been on duty attending to said to be the coming Mayor,
is the register on May 4.
here this noon, it being Messrs. A. camp and piling it on the fire, and
frozen pipes, but the weather prom accompanied by Mrs. Fisher. Many was clear of ice May 2. Mr. Dana
L. Brown, A. T. Fletcher, J. How- it is a fact this same fisher
ises to he above 32 for the sum fish have come to the gentleman’s came in via Andover on April 22,
ard Edwards and son, Master H. P. man has a night cap and takes a hot
mer days and the trout and salmon ne and if his present luck con when he met his guide, Billy Moul
Edwards, and chauffer. They
re* water bottle to bed with- him every
they came up to
the
are coming in the direction o f the tinues he will land the political hon ton, and
por'ed the reads from Boston
in night.
near
.pool.
ors.
John Chadwick is
their guides’ camp on the point
Dr. F. A. Morrell and friend John
fine shape and found only one mud
South Arm until the hotel opened.
^ W. D. Brackett of Stoneham, Mass guide.
dy place, which is good news for A. Dady of Butman, Conn., came
C. H. Baker, a retired shoe man Mr. Dana never fishes except with those waiting to come by auto.
arrived last evening for his
43rd
Friday and later after a few days’
fish,
ufacturer
and prominent as a G. A. a fly and not often kills a
trip, having never missed an early
Dr. James E. Pease of Medford, rest will try their skill fishing.
fishing trip here for 42 years
in R., who has been coming here for and as he remains for the season, Mass., who is here for his first trip
Harry Mou’ton, conductor on the
now
has takes fishing for a pleasure
succession.
J. Henry
Emery of over a quarter of a century,
is very enthusiastic over the place Rumford and Rangeley lakes divis
the
fish, and then. He had not cast
Quincy, Mass, and grandson, Win. Henry Bunker to land his
and the fishing and with His 0 V2 ion of the Maine Central railroad,
fly ha f a dozen times before he
which will be reported later.
C. Edwards, accompanied him.
pound salmon is high line to da e. yesterday caught a 7 1-2 pound trout,
W. D. Nelson, ex-chief of the po hooked his first fish, a 2 pound The Defter has returned 14 salmon but. it was so cold and rainy
Dr. J. Stewart Morris of Revere,
not
Then came a 3 pound salm
Mass., is here for his first visit lice, is keeping an eye on the crowd trout.
that weighed over 2 pounds each to many fishermen were out.
Three of
and greatly pleased with the fish and four 4-lb. salmon are to his on and a 4-pounder.
David Banash of Boston, who was
the lake.
Ernest Godwin is the
his trout weighed over 2 pounds each guide.
ing.
With Clayton Sweat, guide, credit.
here when the season opened, has
Dr. H. Grant and Dr. and
Mrs. and his big one was a 6 pound
he caught six salmon that weighee’
While Captain Coburn has
been returned and with Frank Nile, guide,
F. L. Judkins, who have been here salmon that gave him great spor .
10 pounds the first day out.
the
busy going from camp to
camp, intends to haye his name on
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Kingsberry thawing out frozen water pipes and fish record before he returns.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. White of for many seasors have Asa Ellingof Portland were here over Sunday.
Lewiston, who are at Midway camp, wood for guide.
Messrs. F. W. Foye and Chas. K.
wishing the thermometer would go
-Messrs. W. W. Saymour and F.
are entertaining Mr. and Mrs. W.
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Thayer of as high as 32 degrees above zero, Reed of Worces er, Mass., with Os
W. Dow are well known leather deal New Bedford, Mass., are here for the guests have been eating straw car Parker and Fred Fowler guides,
C. Bearce of Auburn.
With Ernest Grant for guide their annual two weeks’ fishing berries and cream, let uce, cucumb are having a great time fishing. Fri
Lewis M. Mann of Wes" Paris and ers.
Gideon Libby of Philadelphia, pa., they already have a trio of salmon trip.
day Mr. Reed caught a 3 pound, 4
The Doctor is no stranger to ers and radishes.
are two of the oldest fishermen. weighing from three to four pounds this part of Maine for it is
his
The 300-feet dam built by
the pound and a 5 pound salmon and
each.
Geo. Thomas is their guide.
28t’ season and his 12th at Middle Union Water Power company below intend to do better this week.
C. F. Cot er, one of the largest Dam.
J. Waldo Nash and friends, Fre'"'
Messrs. Wm. A. Chapin of Spring“ I always have good fish thie Pond-in-the-River is completed.
E. Smith and Stuart W. Goodwin of shoe manufacturers in the city is ing and a good time,’’ said the Doc Those who best understand the con field, Mass., and D. A. Freeman of
Norway, are here for a few
days’ h gh line of the crowd wi h a 5 1-2 tor.
This season they have Camp ditions, consider this will be a great Boston with Jack McKenncn guide,
pound salmon.
Mr. Cotter is ac Sa is-facticn and although they have improvement to
fishing.
he fishing as it spent Tuesday night here en route
F. X. only been here four days they have keeps thie water back and
There are so many logs in Rich companied bv his friend,
forms for K-ennebago via rail from Oquosardson Pond ho one has been up tc Johnston, one of the best known in caught 24 trout and salmon.
Mrs. more pools, and also will prevent soc, which seems to be the way the
Frank
Phil- Thayer is a fine angler and her 4- pickerel from coming up from Um sportsmen are going as a daily train
camp this spring.
The Berlin surance Bostonians.
Mills company has commenced to brick is their guide and to-day they pound salmon is the largest they bago lake.
is how running.
take their boom of logs across the reeled in planning to come back n have brought to net, although both
Maximilian Foster, the author,
June.
lakes.
whose story “ The Whistling Man’’ is
have landed several 3
pounders.
here
and
th er e.
*3—
It is said business in Lynn, Mass.
The cottages are now nearly all Wednesday they went over to B
now running in the Saturday Evening
occupied and when these guests go pond for a little fly fishing and had
The remains o f John Ross, o n e 1Post and will be issued in book form
others will come for the summer.
good spor1 with a 3-pound trout and of the oldest and most prominent the first of July, with Nick Ogilbie,
several 2 pounders.
Not often do lumbermen on the Penobscot river,! guide, started out to row over to
they kill a fish for it is the life out- arrived in Bangor from Halifax, Camp Anthony last Thursday morn
of-doors they love and “ i is not all N. S., where he died recently. ing and had not gone but a few rods
of fish ng to fish.’’;
Mrs. Thayer Mr. Ross had been idea ifiet/ with from the wharf when he struck a
last season distinguished
herself lumbering in the northern part of 6 V2 pound trout and it was a beauty
while in Oregon by catching
the Maine from his youth and was a Itoo.
Mr. Foster sent this trout to
largest rainbow trou" reported
in large timberland owner.
He was the American Museum of Natural his
(Special to M ain e Woods).
the United States, which weighed 12 82 years of age and is survived by tory, New York city.
Mr.
and
York camps, Loon lake, May 18— pounds and was a fighter that re a daugh er, Mrs. C. Vey Holman of Mrs. Foster expect to en ’ertain as
“ Anything in reason, Captain John quired skill to handle.
Rockland and a son, Colonel Harry their guest at Camp Anthony this
Ed G ran t, B eav er P ond C am ps.
son,’’ is what he Gloucester boy
Dr.
and
Mrs.
F.
O.
Cobb
and
son,
.summer, Harold MaoGrath, the au
Ro-ss of this city.
New reading matter, interesting.
thor of “ The Man on the Box.’’
Tlhe first edition was exhausted much said when ordered to assist in furl
sooner than we expected and the popu ing the jib during a gale.
Such ex
The guests of this hotel take a
lar demand was so great for a second
pression is apropcs regarding the
g-eat interest in going up to
the
edition that we published an enlarged
and improved edition to be
sold
by phenomenal luck of one of the most
barn wThere Pet, the yellow dog, and
mail (postpaid) at the low price named. successful
fisherman
visi ors to
the two handsome yellow coon cats
Twelve cents, postpaid.
Stamps ac
the resorts of Maine.
cepted.
make their home and they like to
J. W . B R A C K E T T CO.
Wherever Mr. W. F. King-bur)
receive
callers and be pe ted
by
1
P hillips, M aine.
goes the spotted beauties seem tc
them.
gather in horde s and it is
no
strange that more than many take
IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E
W OODS. LO W A D V E R T IS IN G
a chance at that enticing some
RA TES.
thing so near the unbelievers in des
tiny and are brought o the surface
Maine Woods has frequent
In
THE FISHERMAN’S FRIEND
Saves
quiries foa* maps of the fishing re- after inefficent struggles to join
Fish.
g&Ofns of the state, etc.
We can their non investigating brethren.
Fingers,
Tackle
fumiisjh the following mans:
’ Mr. Kingsbury, guided by Clarence
’ and time.
Franklin. County ....................... $ .50
GET
Somerset County ............................ 50 Gile, is out nearly every day on the
ONE
nearby
at y o u r
Oxford County ................................50 lake or up and down the
«
d
e
a
l
er’ s
Piscataquis County ........................ 50 streams and has no’ yet lost
his
Practically all the stock is held by New Eng
or by
Aroasftoiok County ........................... 50 title: “ The Wizard Fisherman.’’
mail, 26c.
landers.
E. J. F m le m la ll A Co. 3334 Seminary Ave.,
Washington County ........................50
Dept. 8, Chicago, 111.
Messrs. Peakes and Riddle visited
Outing- map o f Maine, 20x315 itn ..1.00
Geological map of Main© ............ 35 the Camps Sunday for a day’s o i R. R. map of Madne ................... 35 ing and regardless of leaking clouds
.Amdrosccgigiioi County .................... 35
Jbumberliainid County ....................... 35 spent a few hours on Locn •lake.
Hancock County ...............................50 Within ten minutes after leaving th-e
The Presidents and the majority of the
Kennebec County ............................35 boa house a strike was followed by
Knox County ....................................35 the netting of a one pound beauty
Directors are New Englanders.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counities .35
Penobscot County ............................ 50 and by one o'clock the intrepid fish
Waldo County ................................... 35 ermen were having broiled trout
J^orh County .................................... 35 and salmon cooked by themselves
in the Lee and shelter of poncho and
blankets which served as kitchen
$140,000,000 invested in additions and bet
and banquet hall for
real
sports.
terments for the future of New England.
After luncheon these
gentlemen
renewed the habit of netting anc
*‘ A
railroad can prosper only as the territory
W ith a Six
This column is fo r sale to guides caught enough to take back to Rantributary to it prospers.”
Months’ Trial
geley
just
to
show
where
they
had
who w a n t th eir addresses to appear
Subscription to
In Maine Woods e^sch week in a l faeen.
Mr. A. V. S. Hillier, who was ob
phabetical order.
For price address
liged to retu n to New York jus as
M aine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
he began netting to the limit, had
AND
his usual del ghtful visit
to the
Leander A. Dole, Sebago Lake, Me.
camps and with Mrs. Hillier and Mis
Earl G. Johnston, M.asardis, Me.
R. B. Lowrie, IL F. D. 1, Easstbrook. Edith will be here scon for a pro
longed visit.
Mr. Hillier thinks,
Maine.
For One D ollar
and wisely, that there are camps in
C. S. McGowan, Portage Lake, Me.
Main© but none -quite equal to York
The Oldest Outdoor Weekly:—Recog.
Geonge H. Potts., Bridgrton, Me.
nized authority on Hunting, Fishing,
who have
H. H. Tibbetts, 16 Manly Sit., Au camps and all friends
Trap-shooting, Yachting, Archery and
Game Conservation. S u b s c r i p t i o n
been
advised
where
to
go
a
r
e
and
burn,, Maine.
price, $3 a year. Send for sample copy.
always will be of *he same opinion.
E. G. Webber, Jay, Maine.
F O R E S T a n d S T R E A M PUB. CO.
127 F ra n k lin S t. . . N e w York
Truthful James.
Allan Watters, Fort Kent, Maine.

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

NOTES FROM
TRUTHFUL JAMES

A New England
Business
Owned in New England

Directed in New England

f J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips,
Maine.
GUI PES* ADDRESSES

Operated for New England

FOREST
STREAM
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Where To Go In Maine
ARO OSTO OK

HOW ES’ DEBSCONEAC CAM PS

COUNTY.

W I N T E R V I L L E . M A IN E .

Red River Camps.
Beautiful place for
vacations.
Best of fishing.
T.
H.
Tweedie.

Are situated on First Debsconeag Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
from Norcross by steamer and canoe in j hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York. Philadelphia and Boston references.

For MOOSE and DEER
SIT. KATAHDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow. Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.
*

Best Family Cooking in Maine.

CU M BE R LAN D C O U N T Y .

DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine
Rates $2.00
and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.

W EST END
HOTEL

HERBERT M. HOWES,

Millinocket, Me., Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag. Me

M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland, Maine

H.

|
jjf

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports ||
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

Camps at Long
Pond.
Ma n y
out-lying camps.
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

FISHING
RANGELEY

This Spring and catch T rout weighing rom three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon
too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address.

GEORGE McKENNEY, Garatunk, Maine.

J. G . H A R L O W ,

THE FLAGSTAFF,

SPRING FISHING!
We are located right by the
side of a famous SALMON
pool. Best early fishing in
the state, Salmon weighing
3 lbs. Everything the best.
Board $2 per day; $10 per
week. Auto direct to hotel.

M a in e .

SA D DLEBACK L A K E CAMPS.
in the
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hem on S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine

^
%
X
jj*

HOTEL EARLEY,

WILLIMANTIC,
MAINE
Telephone

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE CAMPS
The highest and coolest Public Resort
in Maine. Individual camps with open

Fly fishing for

F la g s t a f f, M e .

1*,**’***'4*'*.*************4’*****.**’#*.MIHH**.**.M***i#

LAKES.

A M O S E L L I S , P r o p ’ r .,
M o u n ta in ,

fires.

&

T R O U T A N D S A L M O N F IS H IN G

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at
the foot of Bjald Mountain in a good
fishing section.
Steamboat accommo
dations O. K . Telephone at camps. Two
mails daily. W rite for free circulars to
B a ld

S-

The finest in northern Maine. 25 miles of brook fishing, 50 miles
of Dead River afford gamy stream fishing. Every part reached by
canoe. Big Lake Trout and Salmon 2 1-2 miles by trail or team. Finest
of camps and boats. Arrive same day from N. Y. and Boston. No buckboard trips. Write for other information.

F R A N K L IN C O U N T Y .

Write

GOME TO OTTER POND GAMPS

trout assured,
Send

every day, either lake or stream.

for free booklet.
DION O. BLACKWELL, Prop.
Round Mountain, Maine.

THE COMFORTS OF CITY LIFE IN THE WOODS

are to be had at the Hotel Blanchard, right in the heart of the famous
Dead River Region. Camps are handy if you want them, but you can
go fishing in the best waters of the state while living in a hotel that is
modern in every respect. For illustrated booklet address

MOOSELOORMEGUNTIC HOUSE
and LOG CAMPS
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best Fishing Region.
Special June and September Rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS

E

H.

GROSE,

-

-

-

Stratton, Me.

DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca]
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section. Cuisine unsurpassed. E. Fj
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
RANGELEY

LAKES-

Clamp Bemis, The Burches, The Barker.
W rite for free circular.
Capt. F . C.
Barker, Bemiis, Maine.
T h is p lac e Is fa m o u s fo r th e E a r ly
T r o u t F is h in g and E x c e lle n t G u id e s .

IN

THE

ROWE POND CAMPS

Is one of the best places in the Maine Woods to
| spend your summer outing, with your family,
j
Try it and you will be convinced. Write for book| let to H. W. MAXFIELD,
|
Rowe Pond,. Maine.
j

W oods o f Maine
SO M ERSET CO UNTY.
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet
above sea level, unexcelled
for trout
fishing or an outing.
Individual cab
H ills id e Camps will open May 15. where you
ins, open, wood fires, excellent cuisine, get the best trout fishing in the Belgrade chain
fine natural lithia spring water, mag on great lake. Address J. H. L IT T L E F IE L D ,
Belgrade Lakes.
Mercer. Maine.
nificent scenery.
Renew your health
in the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
ideal resort.
Address

THIS IS NO JOKE

HARRY M. PIERCE,
K in g and B a r t le t t C a m p s .
A d d re s s , F a r m in g to n ,
•e a s o n opens.

M e .,

u n til

th e

~ L A K E V I E W HOUSE

,

on Rangeley Lake.

Write for booklet and rates.

N. H. ELLIS, Prop,

Rangeley,

Maine

Gome to Ghase Pond
I’ll use you right
I
There are plenty of trout
Lake Parlin House and Gamps.
That are ready to bite.
Are delightfully situated on shore of
Guy Ghadbourne, Bingham, Me.
CARRY TOND CAMPS are opened for
fishermen. Best trout fishing in the
state of its distance to reach. Good
accommodations for families during the
summer months. Send for booklet.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine.

CENTRAL HOUSE

O XFOR D C O U N T Y .

MAINE
BELGRADE LAKES.
Offers every inducement to Fishermen, Hunters
V IA R U M F O R D F A L L S .
and Nature Lovers. Is situated on shores o f two
Beautiful Scenery.
Send for booklet.
Best
Salmon
and Trout
Pishing in lakes.
Open May 1,1913.
Maine.
Fly fishing begins about. June C. H. AUSTIN.
Proprietor
1.
Send for circular.
House always
open.
John
Chadwick & Co., Upper
Dam, Maine.

BELGRADE LAKES, ME.

CLARK & TOOTHAKER’ S
pi
i l l
W ill re-open for the
Pleasant Island Damps seagon Gf 1913, as soon
as the ice goes out. 'W rite for booklet.

,

I f you are going to Belgrade Lakes for the
Spring or Summer fishing, why not rent a priv
ate camp with open fire, well furnished, suitable
for ladies. Near the postoffice and supplies.
LONG POND CAMPS,

C. SKILLMAN, Prop.

CLARK & TOOTHAKER,

Pleasant Island, Oxford County Maine.
Coma to PIERCE POND CAMPS
U P T O N , M A IN E .
I f you are looking for a place to catch large
Durkee’s Camp.
On Lake Umbagog on trout and salmon; also fine fly fishing in new
ponds. W rite for information on actual facts.
Cambridge River. Best of Deer
and
Camps opeti May 1 to Dec. 15.
C. A. SPAULDING
Caratunk, Maine.
Duck hunting.
Excellent Fly Fishing
and Trolling for Salmon
and
Square
Tailed Trout.
T. A . Durkee, Prop., Up
TROUT BROOK CAMPS.
ton, Maine.
Located in the heart of the hunting and fish
ing region. Square tail trout and salmon weigh
ing up to 10 pounds. Comfortable log camps
KENNEBEC CO UNTY.
and good table. For further information, address
R. R. W A L K E R ,
Mackamp, Maine
BELGRADE

L A K E S , M A IN E .

The Belgrade.
Best Sportsmen’s Hotel
in New England. Best black bass fish
ing in the world, belt trout fishing In
Maine.
CShos. N . Hill S Son. Managers.

WEAK

nCm
*mrr\Tlr

RUBBERS
This Winter

Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
to Rangeley Lakes, popular thorough
fare for automobiles, being a distance
of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in
the radius of four miles
furnish the
best of fly fishing' the whole season.
The house and camps are new and have
all ' modern
conveniences,
such
as
baths, gas lights, open rock fireplaces,
etc.
The cuisine is unexceUed.
Canoeing,
boating, bathing, tennis,
mountain climbing, automobiiing, etc.
Write? for booklet.
H . P.
Jackm an,

M cKEN N EY,

P r o p r ie to r ,
M a in e .

P IS C A T A Q U IS C O U N T Y .

CAMP COMFORT
Situated on the shore of Big Indian
Pond, which lies one mile from Big
Wilson and three miles from Elliott
Station on the C. P. R. A most delight
ful place for rest. Fishing right at the
camp door. Hunting for large and
small game unsurpassed.
Write for rates and particulars.

JOHN I. BODFISH, Prop.
P. 0 . Onawa, Maine.
W A S H IN G T O N

CO UN TY.

ABOUT FURS
AND

SCENTS

(Special to Maine Woods).
Berwick, Maine, May 12, 1913,.
I want to say a few words in re
gard to scent baits.
I have never
seen or rather used any scent that
would call an animal a mile or any
thing like it, but I do believe a
good scent is a Mg help in trapping
under
certain conditions.
Fox,
mink, skunk, otter and several oth
er animals are attracted by scent,
and in fact any and every animal
is attracted by scent if we only
knew just what scent to use.
Muskrat, house cat and skunk cut
up in small pieces about the size
of one’s thumb, placed in a glass
jar and allowed to stand in the
sun for about six weeks, with the
cover tight enough to prevent flies
from getting in, makes a very good
scent.
The cover must be loose
enough so that the gases can es
cape.
When trapping time comes
put some honey into the mixture.
This is a first-class scent for foxes.
Use two pieces of the bait to a
set.
Along in February or late winter
for fox trapping- get the nature fox
scent for sale, or it may he procur
ed by the trapper from the female
fox dog or wolf while the animal is
in heat.
Muskrat mush cut with
equal parts of alcohol makes a good
scent for mink for fall and winter
trapping.

GOOD F L Y F IS H IN G F O U N D H E R E
T H IS Y E A R .
(Continued from Page One.)

for over a quarter o f a century ar
rived last evening accompanied by
his daughter, Mrs. J. M. Merrill and
little daughter.
Mr. Reynolds is
to have Guy Brooks for guide this
season and tomorrow will go out
after his first fish for this s-eason.
Miss Rachel Marble is now the
guest of her friend, Miss Gladys
Gilman, daughter of Mrs. A. B.
Gilman of Bradford, Mass. On June
10 Miss Gilman sails from Boston
on the Franconia wi h Mrs. Pollard,
a wealthy Bostonian, for an extend
ed European trip and will visit a
number of foreign countries. The
young peopLe at the Rangeley Lake
House, where Miss Gilman has al
ways been a favorite, will miss her
here this season but all wish her
“ bon voyage.’’
The management of the Rangeley
Lake House announce that they will
open that popular hotel on Saturday,
May 31, and many of the old patrons
are expected and the season of 1913
promises to be the best since the
hotel was opened.
\
Later—
The fishermen
came
in
for
their Sunday dinner wph, a smile
even if they were soaked, for it
rained hard.
Mr. Skinner remarked “ There is
good fly fishing on Rangeley lake
for I caught five salmon that weigh
ed over 5 pounds.’’
Mr. Emery remarked, “ I had good
sport this morning.
We reeled in
a beauty and several people were
watching on the shore.
Vid weigh
ed him, just 6 pounds and we pu;
him back.
Then I caught one 514
pounds and I’ll hook him again next
year.’’
These fishermen fish for the love
of it, but not often do they kill a
fish for the table.

Bears like honey and this makes
a good scent.
So does beaver cas
tor, in fact several animals
like
the smell of beaver castor. I once
caught an otter by placing a piece
of beaver castor in tjie bank and
setting a trap below.
There are
several scents in the market ' that
are worse than useless and trappers
had better go slow about spending
their big round dollars for them.
There axe several drugs
on
the
market that will entice animals to
some extent but I don’t think very
highly of these drug store scents.
Once I w'as trapping foxes and I
sent for some fox bait which was
sold by a fur dealer and I tried it
in all sorts of ways but I could not F IS H AND F IS H IN G A B O U T T H E
STATE.
see that it helped me any and the
dogs didn’t pay any attention to it
John Ward and Trefle Croteau of
at all.
the postoffice force of employees at
Berwick, Me., May 19—When you Augusta, made a trip to Cobbosdecide to ship furs away by express, seecontee Late Thursday of last week
lot
of
parcel post or freight, always try and captured the largest
and pack them so the grease from fish which have been taken from
It is under
the flesh side will not get on the that lake this season.
fur, and pack them so they will not stood that they went after trout or
be doubled up or folded in any way. salmon but while they did not land
The proper way is to lay down on any of these somewhat rare speci
the floor or other smooth
place, mens of the finny tribes, their dis
some sacking, such as grain sacks appointment was to a great extent
are made of; then lay on top of assuaged by the fact that the horn
this a sheet of paper large enough ed pouts and eels were biting wrell,
to cover your bundle inside of your and took the hook in great shape.
sacking.
Then lay on some cheap The number of pouts landed is said
fur, such as muskrat, coon or skunk to have been 30, some of which
(skunk should not be shipped by weighed over a pound, while of eels
parcel post unless your post mas  they landed all that they cared to.
er knows what it is and allows it
Prof. O. D. Bliss of Auburn caught
to go.)
This will bring the cheap
fur near the outside of the bundle. a salmon in lake Auburn recently
Lay your furs on so they will be weighing 10 pounds.
straight and if there is danger of
Frank Wilkins of Springvale land
grease getting on the fur, lay a
sheet of paper between so as
to ed a 6 pound salmon at Mousam
prevent this.
After you have the lake recently and Guy Emmons se
bundle made up as large as you cured a square-tail trout weighing
want it, fold your paper and sacking 3% pounds the same day.
over together and sew in
place.
Mas er Davis, son of Frank Davis,
After it is all closed up attach two of Bath, captured recently a
live
shipping tags, also your return card goose.
The wrild goose was some
and ship by parcel post, express or what wounded and w-as swimming
freight.
You had better mark the in the river when
young
Davis
bundle on the outside, “ Dry Raw chased the bird in his boat
and
Furs,” as this may be the means finally caught him wredged betw-een
of preventing the furs being placed two rocks on the shore.
beside a hot steam pipe or hot stove.
Always try to have your furs look
SALM O N A T T R A C T A T T E N T IO N .
nice and neat when the buyer un
Nineteen salmon in a t o w attract
packs them.
When skinning leave
no more fat and meat on the hide ed much attenion in the window of
than necessary.
This fat on the the Norcross drug store last -week.
They were caught in Isle au Haut
lake by ~W. F. Norcross of this city
J A C K M A N , M A IN E .
and C. D. Turner of Isle au Haut in
Lake Park, Beautifully situated on the
few hours’ fishing.
shore of Lake Wood.
Autoing, M otor comparatively
ing,
Trout
and Salmon fishing.
17 Prior to this season only
a fewmiles of lake and 60 miles of
river
salmon
had
been
taken
from
the
boating.
Twin Island Gamps at Skin
ner, E. A . Boothman.
lake but enough to inspire confidence
that the fry placed there by summer
Bear S pring Camps-Fishing, Hunting. go.od
&Wd and up-to-date camps. All the pleasure you visitors had not perished.—Rockland
expect. The place where you go home satisfied,
that you have got your money’s worth. W rite G. Courier-Gazet'e.
D. Mpsher & Son, Oakland, Maine.
let. Belgrade I «kes, Maine.

CATANCE

pelt causes the pelt to bum and this
in turn causes- the hair or fur to
come out and damages the pelt.
By being careful you may add 20
per cent to your catch.
This is
like getting a fall muskrat for ev
ery five caught.
H. E. Ford.

A fter June

LAKE.

Best of Salmon and Trout
fishing.
Jam aica Point Camps
Al.so all kinds of game In season.
In Best Sportsman’s Camps on the Belgrade Lake.
Each
camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm
formation and Terms furnished on ap
in connection. Circulars. Address. Marshall &
plication.
Private boarding house. F. Stone. Oakland. Me., after May 15th. Belgrade
Lakes, Maine.
O. Keith, Cooper, Maine.

D O N ’T FO R G ETS
IT

PAYS

TO

A D V E R T IS E

IN

M A IN E W OODS. LO W A D V E R 
T IS IN G

RA TES.

